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EDITOR COMMENTS

MEETINGS - SECOND

If you’re even remotely
considering dropping cable, you
might want to read The Ultimate
Cord Cutters Guide at
pcmag.com. It’s too long for the
Newsletter. tinyurl.com/hdnpls4.
Check out this 4-minute YouTube
video of a remarkable Rube
Goldberg Machines made with
marbles, magnets, blocks of
wood, and bearings. A fun watch.
tinyurl.com/zjylvub.

SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

SIRI ISSUE

OUR 16TH ANNUAL PICNIC

Malwarebytes Anti-Malware is
currently one of the most
successful tools at identifying
and removing malware. It’s
worthwhile installing even tho we
have Macs. tinyurl.com/p3e3r7z.
JUNE LOCATION
NOT OUR USUAL!!
REMEMBER - IT’S THE
PICNIC!
And there is a possibility
that we may be back at
Good Sam in September.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to
discuss Apple’s current operating
systems, using your Macs &
iDevices, & various applications, &
have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list.
Compose your letter and email it to
mlmug@yahoogroups.com and
your message will be sent to
everyone on the mailing list.
Posting to this list is restricted to
MLMUG members. Contact Bob
Barton if you are a member and
you are not on the list.
Please observe rules of etiquette.
See the Yahoo Groups Terms of
Service. The MLMUG list may be
used to post Apple/Macintoshrelated items for sale, but any
solicitation of members through
the list is forbidden without the
written consent of a MLMUG
oﬃcer. The list is hosted at Yahoo
Groups.

10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
Macintosh Programming SIG/
Philly Mac Programming Group
The objective of this group is to help
members become more familiar with the
concepts of Macintosh and iOS
programming, i.e., the elements of the
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file
system, etc., and the main Mac
programming tools: AppleScript, Java, C,
and Objective C.
The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each
month, but usually skips January and July.
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The
next meeting will probably be at Ludington
Library in Bryn Mawr.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
a n d m e e t e v e r y o n e f ro m w o r k i n g M a c
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 12 months of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
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PICNIC INFORMATION
DIRECTIONS
Take US 202 North or South to PA 29N/Great Valley. Take 29N
and go approximately 0.5 miles and pull into the turn lane for
Valley Creek Park. You will have passed part of the Great
Valley Corporate Center on your right. There is not a light at
the turn so if you get to the light at Great Valley Parkway, you
have gone too far. Once you pull into the lot, make a short left
and right and park. Then walk down the hill to the covered
pavilion.

16TH ANNUAL MLMUG
PICNIC-IN-THE PARK

From US 30 (Lancaster Pike), it’s about 1.2 miles on 29N to
the Park.

All members and their families are welcome.

Valley Creek Park
Route 29, East Whiteland.
Saturday, June 11, 2015
12 Noon - 4 PM
(No Raindate)

Hamburgers, hot dogs, rolls and condiments
will be provided by MLMUG. All other food and
beverages will be brought by attendees.
We’ll need: snacks, salads (green and main
dish), desserts and beverages (canned sodas,
juice, iced tea, etc.).
No alcoholic beverages in the park!
Pets are OK, but must be leashed and cleaned
up after.
It's important that we have accurate
numbers, so please RSVP Gail Montgomery
by Tuesday, June 7
gailemontgomery@aol.com
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So what is Twitter? It is an online social network service that
enables users to send and read short 140-character messages
call"Tweets". It was launched in July 2006 and now has more than
100 million users posting more then 340 million tweets and more
than 1.6 billion search queries daily. That’s an ton of
communication. We ought to at least skim its surface.

Bookmarks

Twitter
By Mark Bazrod

I think the ten most interesting reasons for using Twitter are:
1. Meet interesting people - follow anyone.
2. Follow breaking news.
3. Track online trends.
4. Follow celebrities, politicians, etc.
5. Send quick message to others.
6. Get crowdsourcing answers.
7. Arrange a time & place to get together.
8. Let loose outbursts (but do it nicely).
9. Find out what people think about the latest movies.
10. Become more informed about politics and technology.

Most of us are used to searching for the data we need. You might
say the direction of the information arrow goes from us to the data.
The world of social media often works in the opposite direction.
We tell our computers what information we are interested in and
then that information is delivered to us as somebody else
produces it. The information arrow goes from the data to us.
Twitter and Facebook are prime examples of this phenomenon.
Social media is an excellent way for you to learn what the world
thinks and for you to tell the world (and your family and friends)
what you think. It seems clear that for many people the direction of
the the information arrow is reversing.
I haven't used Twitter very much so I thought I would investigate it
and write this column. In general, I found that Twitter is:

Joining Twitter is relatively easy. Go to Twitter sign-up page
(twitter.com/signup), type in your name, password (make sure you
write it down or use a password manager), and email address.

Easy to learn.
Harder to use.
Confusing until you finally get used to it.
Structured with 140-character messages.
You can follow people (receive their tweets) without having to
get their approval,
• A diﬀerent way to get information.
• A rapid dump of current information.
• A chance for serendipity.
•
•
•
•
•

Next you have to choose a unique username. Spaces are not
allowed. Twitter will add a number if your name is already taken.
Don’t accept it. It’s better to add an initial, shorten your name, use
a nickname, etc. "ProfPhil" is more memorable than "Phil3." Then
you want to fill out your Profile. You want to make it interesting so
that people will be more likely to follow you. There are a couple
other minor steps, but these are the main ones.
Now you should devise a Twitter strategy. Decide what people or
institutions you would like to get to follow you - read your tweets.
You also should decide what people or institutions you want to
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follow - read their tweets. Also consider subjects such as hobbies,
boats, computing, friends, politics, golf, etc. Political campaigns
are frequent tweeters.
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Retweeting means sending someone else's tweet to your own
followers. Don’t use the Retweet button because you can’t add a
comment. You should add a comment, even if very short, such as
“Yes”. A retweet can be done manually in the format “RT @ original
username original tweet”. This tells the reader it is a retweet, the
user name of the original tweeter, and the contents of the original
tweet.

Following people on Twitter Is relatively easy. The key is the Follow
button which is a little icon with a partial bust of a person, a plus
sign and the word “Follow”.
Sign in to the Twitter website. If you have the web address of the
person you want to follow, navigate to it and click on the Follow
button under their name.

Since using Twitter is somewhat confusing, here are tips when
using it. “<“ takes you back. You can keep using the symbol. If
totally lost, use the Home button. You will see tweets of users you
follow in date order. See retweets to these tweets. Click on
hashtags to see the tweets. To un-follow someone, click on user
hashtag & then Follow.

If you don't already have the address, use the search area at the
top of the page. Type in their username or real name and search.
Once found, click on the Follow button.
If you are on someone's page and you want to follow him, simply
click on the Follow button below the name.

Conclusions.
Twitter is worthwhile trying.
It requires some playing around before you get the feel.
It’s fun.
It will expand your horizons.
Serendipity

Following people who are following you is also very easy. On the
right side of the page, Twitter gives your follow stats. Just click on
the "followers" link in the middle column. This will list everybody
who is following you. To follow them back, just click on the Follow
button.

BUT - After a month of using Twitter, I still find much of it confusing
and sometimes wonder why people tweet what they do, even
assuming I understand it.

Writing good tweets is also relatively easy. Think about your main
point. You have only 140 characters (Links no longer count). Edit,
edit, edit. Leave a little extra space for your friends. They may want
to retweet .Avoid awkward or excessive abbreviations. Give them a
little more of you - convey a tone or a couple of words - ouch,
yuck, oh no, etc.

If you want more information, Go to David Cox’s YouTube tutorial.
tinyurl.com/jyky3rs or read The Twitter Book by O’Reilly & Milstein.

What is a hashtag? Hashtags are words preceded by the pound
sign(#), as in #ladygolfers. Hashtags are labels, allowing other
people to search for a subject. Hashtags can be placed anywhere
in a tweet. When a hashtag is clicked on, all the other tweets with
that hashtag appear.
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Marguerite Reardon posted the following article to cnet.com on
May 28, 2016. tinyurl.com/zefnag3. © CBS Interactive Inc. She has
been a CNET News reporter since 2004, covering cell phone
services, broadband, citywide Wi-Fi, and the Net neutrality debate.
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1. Remove it from water as
soon as you can

Splish Splash! What If Your Phone Takes A Bath?

The longer your phone stays
underwater, the less likely it is to
come back to life.

By Marguerite Reardon

2. Power down

It's that time of year again. The sun is shining. You're barbecuing
by the pool or at the beach. Maybe you've had a beer or two.
Everyone jumps in the water to cool oﬀ. You do too. But wait! Your
brand-new iPhone is still in your pocket. D'oh!

Tur ning the device oﬀ may
prevent it from short-circuiting.
This is a really important step, so
make sure you do this as soon as
you can.

A boozy Memorial Day weekend could lead to a wet phone. And
now that the days of a new-subsidized-phone-every-two-years are
over, making silly mistakes like soaking your phone in the pool is a
lot more costly.

iPhone: Hold the Lock button and
the Home button simultaneously
for 5 seconds for a hard shutdown.

But before you panic and buy a bag of rice, CNET's Maggie
Reardon has some tips that could help you save your waterlogged
device.

What do you do when your
phone goes for a swim?

Android: Remove the battery to shut down instantly. If you have a
phone without a removable battery, try holding down the power
switch for 10 seconds. It may not work for every model of Android.
You may need to do a search online of the make and model of
your phone for information about a hard shutdown.

Dear Maggie,
I know at some point this summer, I'm going to end up in the pool
with my phone. Any tips for bringing it back to life?

3. Drain it
Remove the battery (if possible), headphones, SIM card and
memory card and let the water come out. You could also try
dabbing with a dry cloth or paper towel to remove excess water.

Thanks,
Phone-in-My-Pocket Dude

Optional: Gazelle recommends rinsing your device under clean tap
water if it fell in salt water, dirty water or something other than
water. This will flush out any residual salt, minerals or other
contaminants. Don't worry, the company says, your phone was
already full of water, so you're not making it wetter -- just cleaner.
Other sites recommend rinsing your device and components with
rubbing alcohol to get rid of impurities.

Dear Pocket Dude,
You are in luck. The gadget trade-in site Gazelle has put together a
handy-dandy list of tips for what to do when your iPhone or
Android device goes for a swim. If you follow these tips, maybe,
just maybe, your phone will survive.
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Next, start forcing as much water as possible out of the device,
this includes gentle shaking, tilting or blowing air through the
device. You could also try vacuuming water out of it.
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What next?
Make sure you give your phone a few days to dry out. Then you
can turn it back on and see what happens. It may boot up right
away. If it doesn't, you could try charging it and swapping the
battery. If that doesn't work, try syncing it. Gazelle said that in its
tests, iPhones that appeared dead could still be synced and that
data could still be retrieved. Also, keep your SIM and SD cards.
These contain contact lists and other personal data that can be
uploaded to a new device.

4. Open it up
The best way to dry out your phone is to open it up. Gazelle
recommends the site iFixit.com to find instructions for opening
your phone.
5. Dry it
Now that your phone is open, you'll need to dry it to reduce the
damage done to the components. You've got a few options for
drying:

If all else fails, you can always trade it in, even if it's water
damaged and not working.

Air it out: In dry climates, good air circulation may do the trick.
Open-air drying works best. A fan may improve airflow through the
phone's ports.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2016 MEETINGS

Absorb it: In humid climates, air drying may not be enough. You
could put your device in something to absorb the moisture. But
don't bother with regular uncooked rice. Gazelle tested it, and the
company says it's not eﬀective for absorbing liquids.

January 9
February 13
March 12
April 9
May 14

Here are a couple of other options.

• Silica Gel. The best common drying agent is silica gel. It can

be found in the pet aisle of your grocery store as "crystal" style
cat litter.
• Couscous, instant rice or oatmeal are good substitutes for
silica. These options also absorb water faster than conventional
rice, according to Gazelle's tests. Instant oatmeal works too,
but it makes a mess of your phone.
Note: Gazelle maintains that nothing does a better job of drying
out your phone than leaving it on a countertop with good air
circulation to air dry.

June 11
July 9
August 13
September 10
October 8
November 12
December 10
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Wendy Boswell updated the following article on about.com on
February 08, 2016. tinyurl.com/hap8kqp. © about.com. She has
been the editor of About Web Search since 2004. She has worked
closely as a digital consultant with several Fortune 500 companies,
including the New York Times, Intel, and IBM.

you take these classes. However, that doesn’t make these
oﬀerings any less valuable (especially on a resume!), and all are
available to take at your own pace. More »

Educate Yourself For Free: 14 Sources For Free
Online Classes

Coursera is an online collaboration between several of the toptiered universities in the world, with oﬀerings from a wide variety of
programs, anything from Humanities to Biology to Computer
Science. Online courses include classes from Duke University,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Princeton, Stanford, the University
of Edinburgh, and Vanderbilt. For those of you interested in
computer science or technology-related oﬀerings, there are
classes oﬀered in Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence,
Robotics, and Vision), Computer Science (Systems, Security, and
Networking), Information Technology and Design, Programming
and Software Engineering, and Computer Science Theory. Classes
include online lectures, multimedia, free textbooks, and links to
other free resources, like online code testers. Registration is free,
and you will earn a signed certificate for each class you complete
(must complete all assignments and other coursework). More »

2. Coursera

By Wendy Boswell
If you've ever wanted to teach yourself how to do something, learn
more about a particular discipline, or immerse yourself in
something you've always wanted to know more about, then the
Web is your dream come true. There’s no need to sign up for
expensive college classes that can be outdated as soon as you
finish them, or order books that lose their value as soon as you
receive them in the mail. The Web has made all of that somewhat
obsolete with free training on pretty much anything you can think
of .
In this article, we’re going to look in depth at online resources you
can tap into for teaching yourself; some of these are email-based,
some are in a game format (always my favorite!), and some are
instructor-led via video. Just pick and choose the one that works
best for you.

3. Code Academy
CodeAcademy aims to make learning how to code fun, and they
do this by making all of their courses game-based in nature. The
site oﬀers “tracks”, which are series of courses grouped around a
particular topic or language. Course oﬀerings include JavaScript,
HTML, CSS, Python, Ruby, and JQuery. Registration is free, and
once you get going in a class, you start to earn points and badges
as a way to keep you motivated. No certificate or credits are
oﬀered here, however, the interactive classes make complicated
concepts seem not as intimidating. CodeAcademy also runs
CodeYear, a year-long collaborative eﬀort to get as many people
learning how to code (one lesson per week) as possible. More than
400,000 people have signed up at the time of this writing. More »

1. MIT Open Courseware
One of the most venerated educational institutions in the world,
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been oﬀering free
classes taught by world-class instructors for several years now.
Over 2000 (!) free classes are available in a wide range of subjects,
including Computer Science. Course oﬀerings include Introduction
to Computer Science and Programming, Elements of Software
Construction, and Computer System Engineering. Most are
packaged with online lecture notes, multimedia content,
assignments and exams (with an answer book if you get stuck),
online textbooks, even study groups. No registration is required to
take these classes, and no certificates or credits are granted once
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Udacity credentials. Students can opt in to Udacity’s job program
when they sign up for classes (free), where they can choose to
share their resume with the Udacity team and potential employers.
More »

4. Khan Academy
The Khan Academy is an online library of video resources on
nearly any subject you can think of, from Linear Algebra to Finance
to Test Prep. They’ve got over 3000 videos from experts in the
field, including Computer Science and the basics of programming.
Interactive challenges and level by level assessments are available
with each class, along with points and badges to measure your
progress. All courses are self-paced; no credit or certificates are
awarded. Videos are conversational in style, making complicated
concepts easier to understand no matter what your educational
level might be. More »

7. Google Code University
Learning how to code from the team behind the most popular
search engine in the world? Seems like a pretty good deal. Course
content here includes information on Computer Science,
Programming Languages, Web Programming, Web Security, even
Google APIs and Tools. Google Code University is free and does
not require registration; classes are oﬀered via recorded video
lectures, talks, problem sets, exercises, documents, and slides.
Computer programming language courses are mostly introductory
in nature, and include languages such as Python, C++, Go, and
JavaScript. No certificates or credits are awarded with the
completion of these classes. More »

5. Udemy
Udemy diﬀers a little bit from other sites on this list in two ways:
first, not all of the classes are free, and second, classes are taught
not only by professors but also by people who have excelled in
their particular fields, like Mark Zuckerberg (founder of Facebook)
or Marissa Mayer (CEO of Yahoo). There are plenty of “learn to
code” classes here, but there are also course oﬀerings here like
“Product Development Process” (from Marissa Mayer), “Product
Development at Facebook” (from Mark Zuckerberg), or iPhone App
Design (from the founder of App Design Vault). More »

8. University of Reddit
Reddit, one of the most popular communities on the Web today,
has one of the best kept secrets online, and that is the University
of Reddit: classes taught in a variety of disciplines ranging from Art
to Technology by Redditors who are experts in their fields. Classes
are free, and all it takes to sign up is a username and password.
Depending on who is teaching the class (there’s not really a
centralized source of information), you’ll get video lectures,
assignments, tutorials, and collaborative instruction/feedback from
others in your class. More »

6. Udacity
If you’ve ever wanted to do something like create a search engine
in seven weeks (for example), and you’d like to learn directly from
one of the co-founders of Google, Sergey Brin, then Udacity is for
you. Udacity oﬀers a limited selection of courses, all computer
science related, with instruction from distinctive leaders in their
fields. Classes are organized into three separate tracks: Beginner,
Intermediate, and Advanced. All classes are taught in a video
format with quizzes and homework assignments, and final grades/
certificates are awarded to students who finish the coursework
successfully. One really intriguing thing about Udacity: they
actually help their students find employment with over twenty
technology-related companies, based on referrals from their

9. Peer to Peer University
Peer to Peer University (P2PU) is a collaborative experience where
you’re meant to learn in community with others. Registration and
courses are totally free. There are several “schools” within the
P2PU organizational framework, including one for Web-based
programming backed by Mozilla, creator of the Firefox web
browser. As you complete courses, you can display badges on
your website or social profiles. Courses include WebMaking 101
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and Programming with the Twitter API; no developer certifications
are oﬀered here, but the courses are well executed and worth
taking a look. More »
10. edX
edX is a collaborative eﬀort between Harvard University and MIT to
bring free online courses from both institutions to the Web for
anyone to take advantage of. Classes from Harvard, MIT, and
Berekley are oﬀered here for free, with more universities joining in
the near future. Certificates of completion are awarded at the time
of this writing for free; however, a “modest fee” for these
certificates is planned for future students. Classes are somewhat
sparse right now, but the origin of the classes as well as the
informational content is well worth a look; for example, you could
try Software as a Service from Berkeley, Introduction to Computer
Science from Harvard, or Introduction to Computer Science and
Programming from MIT – all for free. More »

NEEDED
New Product Reviewers. If you want to obtain a free Macrelated application, hardware, book, accessory, or training
package, all you have to do is review them for the MLMUG
Website and Newsletter. Just contact Maria Arguello, our
Vendor Liaison, at arguello10@verizon.net with the product’s
name and the vendor’s URL. She will try to get you a review
copy. You keep what you review.
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Caitlin McGarry posted the following article to macworld.com on
May 19, 2016. tinyurl.com/gwz2qw5. © IDG Consumer & SMB.
She is a Staﬀ Writer at Macworld who covers Apple news, health
and fitness tech, and social networks.

platform. Apple’s assistant needs to be more personalized to be
useful, but it seems that the company is reticent to make that leap.

Google Assistant Makes It Clear That Siri Is Seriously
Behind

Unlike Google, Facebook, and other tech companies that make
money from advertising, Apple doesn’t collect your personal data
because it doesn’t need to. It makes money by selling you
hardware and getting you to sign up for monthly subscription
services like iCloud storage and Apple Music, among other
revenue generators. That means most everything about you is
stored on the device, which makes it harder for Apple to access
the information it would need for Siri to serve up tailored
information. Harder, but not impossible. My credit card information
is stored in Apple Pay and I have location services turned on, so
why can’t Siri order an Uber for me or buy movie tickets from my
nearest theater?

Privacy vs. personalization

Voice assistants are getting more intelligent while Siri stays in the
slow lane.
By Caitlin McGarry

It’s a problem that could be solved with a Siri API for app
developers, but according to a recent Reuters report, Apple’s Siri
shortcomings can be attributed to the company’s stance on
privacy.
The company has a trio of so-called “privacy czars” who vet every
decision, even inspecting lines of code that might violate laws or
company standards. When Apple bought Siri five years ago, it was
decided that data on what you ask Siri would be stored separately
from personal data, so Siri lacks a lot of the knowledge about you
that it would need to be a truly useful assistant.

Google previewed its new voice assistant, the generically named
Google Assistant, at its I/O developers conference on Wednesday,
and while the assistant hasn’t actually launched yet, its features
made Siri’s lack of functionality all the more obvious. Apple’s iOS
assistant now lags so far behind not only Google, but Amazon’s
Alexa, intelligent iOS apps like Hound, and new technology from
Siri’s creators, that it’s unclear if Apple has any interest in catching
up.

Siri also needs to get better at answering follow-up questions. I
tried to replicate the Google Assistant demo by asking who
directed The Revenant. Siri served up the correct answer
(Alejandro González Iñárritu), but when I followed up with, “Show
me his awards,” the assistant responded with a non-answer:
“Here’s The Revenant.” There were no awards listed. Siri usually
reverts to a web search for questions it doesn’t know the answers
to, and now I’ve come to expect that if I want anything more than a
timer set or the weather forecast, I’ll have to look it up myself.

Rumor has it that Siri is coming to the Mac, an announcement
reportedly scheduled for Apple’s Worldwide Developers
Conference keynote on June 13. After hearing what Google
Assistant has in store and seeing what Siri’s creators are working
on with Viv, it’s obvious that Siri needs more than just an expanded
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Siri has seen small improvements over the years. The assistant is
hugely helpful on the fourth-gen Apple TV and in Apple Music, and
iOS 9 included a Siri search API for deep-linking. And Siri is always
on for iPhone 6s, 6s Plus, and SE users, so you can summon help
without pressing any buttons. Those are incremental steps
forward, but what’s needed is a giant leap. Engineers in Cupertino
may be working right now on a Siri reboot to rival Google and
Amazon’s assistants, and maybe even an Apple version of a voiceactivated hub like Google Home or Amazon Echo. If they’re not,
Apple needs to rethink its Siri strategy.

JUNE 2016

Let’s enable this hands-free feature, called “Hey Siri”, which is
tucked away quietly in Siri Settings on iOS:
1. Open the Settings app and head to “General”, then go to “Siri”
2. Flip the switch alongside “Allow Hey Siri” to the ON position

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 14,
2014. tinyurl.com/ptc3pyr. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.

Now you’re ready to try it out yourself. Connect the iPhone or
iPad to a power source with the lightning cable, and then just
say “Hey Siri” followed by a command like “Hey Siri what is the
weather in San Francisco?”.

Enable “Hey Siri” To Activate Siri With Only Your Voice For A
True Hands-Free Experience

Siri received a magnificent boost in iOS with faster understanding
and greatly improved comprehension, but a lesser obvious option
was also added; the ability to summon Siri with just your voice.
With this “Hey Siri” feature enabled, Siri will be actively listening
and waiting for your commands, but only whenever the iPhone or
iPad is connected to a power source. This enables a true handsfree experience with Siri and iOS and is well worth trying out.
This obviously requires iOS 8 or later and a device that supports
Siri to begin with, which is just about any modern iPhone or iPad.
How to Enable “Hey Siri” Voice Commands with iPhone
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You can also say “Hey Siri”, wait for the familiar ‘ding’ chime, and
then issue a request or command too. Every Siri command is
available to use this way, whether the productive and useful tricks
or the funny ones, all requests are valid so long as they don’t
require interaction with the touch screen for entering a passcode
or to perform a similar task.
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connected to a car charger while driving, or while charging on your
night stand, you can simply say “Hey Siri” and issue a request or
command. Siri does her thing and lets you know, without any sort
of physical interaction with the iOS device. No more pressing
Home buttons and waiting, saying “Hey Siri” is enough. Once you
get accustomed to this, you’ll find you can unload a lot of basic
tasks onto Siri as a completely hands-free assistant, even while
you’re doing other stuﬀ. Make a phone call in the car without ever
looking at your screen or touching the iPhone, get the weather
report from your iPad without your fingers leaving your desktop
keyboard, or tell Siri to stop the alarm clock from across the room,
use your imagination, it’s really quite handy.

This works incredibly well, and is a fantastic feature for nearly
everyone, whether for accessibility purposes, or for those of us
who like to do iPhone tasks hands-free whenever possible. In
testing, I was easily able to trigger the Hey Siri command from
across the room, and it even picks up your commands from
another room if you’re loud enough. Background noise is well
ignored, and the Hey Siri prompt works in a car while listening to
music at a moderately tolerable volume level as well (hopefully
nobody makes a song where ‘Hey Siri’ is the chorus, that would
really throw this great feature oﬀ).

Just remember that the iOS device with Siri must be plugged
into a power source for this feature to work, if you’re out and
about or not plugged in to a wall or computer, Siri won’t be
listening for a command request.

Here’s where the Hey Siri feature really shines; when your iPhone
or iPad is plugged into a power source, say on your desk,
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3. Now flip the switch for “Allow Hey Siri” back to the ON position
– this will trigger the learning voice recognition procedure again

The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on May 3, 2016.
tinyurl.com/jaczyng. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and
good info.

4. the ‘Set Up Hey Siri’ screen, choose to “Set Up Now”

Improve “Hey Siri” On iPhone By Re-Training Voice
Recognition

Setup Siri with voice training recognition
5. Go through the voice recognition tests, use the same voice
you’d use to attempt to activate Siri in the future
6. When finished, Hey Siri will say it’s ready, so tap on “Done” to
reactivate the feature
This immediately turns Hey Siri back on again, but now freshly
trained to your voice.

Having Hey Siri enabled for hands-free activation of the virtual
assistant is undoubtedly useful, but sometimes you may find that
Siri doesn’t always respond on the iPhone. Conversely, sometimes
you may experience Hey Siri activating out of the blue seemingly
unsolicited. Both of these issues are usually a result of Siri not
recognizing your voice well enough, and thus you can improve Hey
Siri responsiveness by training it to your voice.

Now Siri will recognize your voice specifically when “Hey Siri” is
attempted to be activated. Go ahead and try it out as usual by
summoning thy voice assistant with Hey Siri, followed by a regular
Siri commands.
Going through this setup process (or re-training it by running
through it yet again) can make a huge diﬀerence in how well the
feature works, and it should dramatically reduce the accidental
incident of enabling Hey Siri as well, whether Siri is talking out of
nowhere or whether Siri is attempting to respond to the Cookie
Monster commercial.

The Hey Siri voice recognition training process is attempted when
setting up iOS on new devices, but some users may skip the
process, or they may rush through it and not put much thought
into the setup. It turns out this is a fairly important step to getting
Hey Siri to respond accurately and appropriately, however, and so
we’ll show you how to run through the Hey Siri recognition and
setup process again.

For now, the Hey Siri training process does not seem to make a
diﬀerence with the same voice activated Siri feature on the Apple
Watch, but perhaps a few release of software will allow it to be
trained as well.

How to Improve “Hey Siri” by Training to Recognize Your Voice
This works with any iPhone or iPad that supports “Hey Siri” mode.
For best results, be in a quiet location and speak in your natural
voice.
1. Open the “Settings” app and go to “General”, then choose
“Siri”
2. Flip the switch for “Allow ‘Hey Siri'” to the OFF position – leave
it oﬀ for a few seconds
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Elizabeth Dwoskin posted the following article to
washingtonpost.com on May 4, 2016. tinyurl.com/j8z5rrr. © The
Washington Post. She is The Washington Post's Silicon Valley
Correspondent.
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achieve the path of least friction — to use the parlance of the tech
world — to the proverbial pizza.
The stealthy, four-year-old Viv is among the furthest along in an
endeavor that many in Silicon Valley believe heralds that next big
shift in computing — and digital commerce itself. Over the next
five years, that transition will turn smartphones — and perhaps
smart homes and cars and other devices — into virtual assistants
with supercharged conversational capabilities, said Julie Ask, an
expert in mobile commerce at Forrester.

Siri’s Creators Say They’ve Made Something Better
That Will Take Care Of Everything For You
By Elizabeth Dwoskin
Dag Kittlaus and his team previously built Siri, which was acquired
by Apple in 2010. Now they are back at it again with Viv.

Powered by artificial intelligence and unprecedented volumes of
data, they could become the portal through which billions of
people connect to every service and business on the Internet. It’s a
world in which you can order a taxi, make a restaurant reservation
and buy movie tickets in one long unbroken conversation — no
more typing, searching or even clicking.

In an ordinary conference room in this city of start-ups, a group of
engineers sat down to order pizza in an entirely new way.
“Get me a pizza from Pizz’a Chicago near my oﬃce,” one of the
engineers said into his smartphone. It was their first real test of Viv,
the artificial-intelligence technology that the team had been quietly
building for more than a year. Everyone was a little nervous. Then,
a text from Viv piped up: "Would you like toppings with that?"

Viv, which will be publicly demonstrated for the first time at a major
industry conference on Monday, is one of the most highly
anticipated technologies expected to come out of a start-up this
year. But Viv is by no means alone in this eﬀort. The quest to
define the next generation of artificial-intelligence technology has
sparked an arms race among the five major tech giants: Apple,
Google, Microsoft, Facebook and Amazon.com have all
announced major investments in virtual-assistant software over the
past year.

The engineers, eight in all, started jumping in: “Pepperoni.” “Half
cheese.” “Caesar salad.” Emboldened by the result, they peppered
Viv with more commands: Add more toppings. Remove toppings.
Change medium size to large.
About 40 minutes later — and after a few hiccups when Viv
confused the oﬃce address — a Pizz’a Chicago driver showed up
with four made-to-order pizzas.

Two of them -- Google and Facebook -- have made oﬀers to buy
Viv, according to people familiar with the matter. (Facebook chief
executive Mark Zuckerberg is also an investor in Viv through the
firm Iconiq Capital.)

The engineers erupted in cheers as the pizzas arrived. They had
ordered pizza, from start to finish, without placing a single phone
call and without doing a Google search — without any typing at all,
actually. Moreover, they did it without downloading an app from
Domino’s or Grubhub.

Viv also has the ultimate pedigree in the elite universe of
technologists who strive to build machines that can talk to people.
Its creators, Dag Kittlaus and Adam Cheyer, were also co-founders
of Siri, the app that became the first widely distributed virtual
assistant when it was acquired by Apple in 2010.

Of course, a pizza is just a pizza. But for Silicon Valley, a seemingly
small change in consumer behavior or design can mean a tectonic
shift in the commercial order, with ripple eﬀects across an entire
economy. Engineers here have long been animated by the quest to
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“It’s about taking the way that humans have naturally interacted
with each other for thousands of years and applying that to the
way they interact with services,” said Kittlaus, Viv's chief
executive. “Everyone knows how to hold a conversation.”

JUNE 2016

Chris Messina, developer-experience lead at Uber, one of the most
highly valued apps on the market, said that “apps will still have a
place. But the landscape is going to get a lot broader.”
Virtual assistants oﬀer an alternative. But the diﬃculty, stemming
back to the early artificial-intelligence eﬀorts in the 1960s, has
always been understanding the nuances of how humans talk.

The goal is not just to build great artificial intelligence. Companies
see in this eﬀort the opportunity to become the ultimate
intermediary between businesses and their customers.

Most virtual assistants today can understand a set of human
questions. But those queries have to be stated in a precise way,
and they trigger largely scripted responses. What distinguishes Viv
is that it aims to mimic the spontaneity and knowledge base of a
human assistant, said Oren Etzioni, chief executive of the Allen
Institute for Artificial Intelligence in Seattle.

Search engines were among the first of these “platforms,” enabling
Google to generate a fortune from organizing the vast array of Web
pages for ordinary users. Then, with the rise of smartphones came
apps that pulled consumers out of desktop search into the mobile
world. Apple and Google raced to become the gatekeepers of
these smartphone programs by building app stores that take a cut
of the profits.

By working with data from movie-ticket vendors, it can understand
the multitude of ways people can ask it to buy movie tickets. It can
look up showtimes and, on its own, suggest entertainment
alternatives from other vendors if the desired showing is sold out.
And it can compare prices and then buy the tickets, along with
making a restaurant reservation beforehand. If the user changes
her mind, the assistant can take care of the cancellations and let
her know it's done.

But despite apps growing into a $50 billion business, consumer
enthusiasm for most new apps is waning, according to ComScore
and the analytics company App Annie.
“Little siloed chiclets, none of which speak to each other, living
inside the walled gardens of rival app stores owned by Apple and
Google,” said John Battelle, a Web entrepreneur and the chairman
of digital-ad company Sovrn Holdings.

Grubhub chief executive Matt Maloney said he rushed to sign up
with Viv two years ago, impressed with the idea of
allowing consumers to perform diﬀerent activities without having
to toggle between services. “No one has been able to say, ‘I want
the movie ticket, and the bottle of wine, and some flowers on the
side’ — all in one breath,” he said.

Too much data used up, too many passwords to remember, too
many useless notifications, concluded Dan Grover, product
manager at WeChat — the popular Chinese messaging platform
that is itself helping to make many apps irrelevant — in a recent
blog post.

Achieving that level of communication is a very high bar, Etzioni
said. And no technologist has come close to achieving it. In a way,
Viv’s founders are among the staunchest adherents to the original
Turing Test — the proposition, laid out by artificial-intelligence
pioneer Alan Turing over a half century ago, that a machine has
achieved intelligence if it can carry on a conversation that is
indistinguishable from a human one.

Mobile users now spend 80 percent of their time in just five apps,
according to 2015 data from Forrester. “It’s just too inconvenient
for consumers to hop in and out of so many apps,” Ask said. “So
consumers are consolidating where they spend their time. There’s
now a much bigger bar to get over if you’re going to build an app.”
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“If it were anybody else, I’d say it was probably too ambitious,”
Etzioni said of the Viv team. “If anybody has a shot at doing this,
it’s them.”
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can’t book the reservation unless you have the OpenTable app
installed.
That wasn’t how it was supposed to be, Kittlaus said. The original
Siri wasn’t supposed to be a clever AI chatbot. The goal was to
reinvent mobile commerce itself. When it initially launched as an
independent app in 2010, Siri could buy tickets, reserve tables and
summon a taxi — all the while bypassing search pages and
without a user having to open or download another app. She
was able to siphon data from 42 Web services, including Yelp,
StubHub, OpenTable and Google Maps.

Viv’s 26-person team has been toiling away for longer than just
about anyone else. The eﬀort preceded Siri and stems back to
2003, when Cheyer led a 300-person team at SRI International, the
nonprofit, government-funded research-and-development lab in
Palo Alto, working on a sprawling Defense Department project to
create a next-generation personal assistant.

But nearly all of the partnerships were dissolved once Apple took
over. To build them, Kittlaus had essentially gone door-to-door to
various tech companies asking for permission to connect to their
stores of proprietary data. Kittlaus and Cheyer, who became close
with Apple's Steve Jobs before his death in 2011, will not discuss
what happened beyond this from Kittlaus: “Steve had some ideas
about the first version, and it wasn’t necessarily aligned with all the
things that we were doing.” Kittlaus quietly left Apple the following
year. A third of the original Siri engineering team members,
including Cheyer, eventually followed him and are now building Viv.
Viv “is what they wanted Siri to become — an open system,” said
Bart Swanson, adviser at the venture-capital firm Horizons
Ventures and an investor in Viv, Siri and other artificial-intelligence
technologies.

Inside Viv Labs in San Jose, Calif.
Kittlaus, an SRI colleague and former Motorola executive,
persuaded Cheyer to build the technology into a mobile app after
he saw the popularity of smartphones. (Kittlaus, who is Norwegian
American, named the product Siri after a former co-worker — he
liked that the Nordic word meant “beautiful woman who leads you
to victory.”)

Today, Viv has replicated its pizza experiment with about 50
partners. You can tell Viv to order a car and it will deliver your
options, nearby, using data from Uber. Viv will order flowers using
data from a service called FTD. Viv will turn lights on and oﬀ via a
home automation platform called Ivee. Other partners include
SeatGuru, Zocdoc and Grubhub. Kittlaus is talking to television
companies, car companies, media companies and makers of
smart refrigerators in his quest to unite all of them into a single,
unbroken conversation. The data from these services enables the
Viv brain to seem “intelligent.”

Though Siri is known for her conversational skills — which
included some dry wit and sass — there’s a lot she and other
virtual assistants can’t do. Ask Siri to “buy me a ticket for the
Beyoncé concert” and she’ll pull up a link to Ticketmaster’s Web
page. Ask her to reserve a table at a restaurant near your house
and she can pull up the time and date you requested, but you
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Maloney, the Grubhub chief executive, said he liked the idea of
getting access to voice and conversational technology without
having to build it himself.
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Google Now, is one of them. It enables users of messaging
applications to send a friend an icon that contains a bit of
information — say, a playlist from Spotify or a password to a home
WiFi account. The receiver can make use of it in a single click,
without being directed to or forced to download an app.

The prospect of a new channel that would bypass the primary
gatekeepers for apps — Apple and Google’s app stores — was
also attractive. “Right now, the main conduits to a consumer are
owned by Google and Apple,” he said. “My job is to get my
restaurants in front of people. This gives us a new route.”

“For a lot of things, it’s just easier to click on something than to
have a conversation about it,” said Wand Labs CEO Vishal
Sharma.
Sharma has a point. While entrepreneurs such as Kittlaus and
Cheyer are caught up in the quest to create the ultimate
conversational interface, consumers may glom onto simpler
methods that have nothing to do with conversation. “The Turing
Test is just a bad design, and it kind of set the industry oﬀ on the
wrong foot,” said Phil Libin, a venture capitalist who has funded
virtual-assistant start-ups.

The landscape has changed dramatically since Kittlaus and
Cheyer released Siri and even more so since they, along with a
third co-founder, Chris Brigham, started building Viv. For example,
Amazon, which last year released its conversational virtual
assistant Alexa — a cylindrical device for the home — has opened
its capabilities to third parties. You can now order an Uber car by
talking aloud to Alexa in your home, and she can read you news,
weather and traﬃc information. Alexa not only bypasses apps and
Google — she bypasses the smartphone itself. (Amazon chief
executive Jeﬀrey P. Bezos owns The Washington Post.)

With such promising technology and partnerships already
emerging, the biggest challenge for Kittlaus and Cheyer will be to
find a distribution model that gets Viv into the hands of as many
people as possible — without compromising the vision.

Facebook, meanwhile, is trying to turn its popular messaging app,
Messenger, into a portal for businesses. At its annual developer
conference last month, Facebook enabled a handful of companies
such as Expedia and 1-800-Flowers.com to conduct basic
customer service over chat on Messenger. Early reviews found the
product to be cumbersome, but businesses see big possibilities. In
an interview, Expedia chief executive Dara Khosrowshahi said
chatbots and artificial intelligence have the ability to return online
travel to the roots of the traditional agent, who knew the
customers and their preferences.

The two faced a similar choice six years ago, when Jobs oﬀered to
buy their little-known app and distribute it to millions of people.
Jobs took them to his home in Palo Alto, and the group talked for
three hours by the fireplace. They left his home convinced that
they shared a vision. It didn’t turn out quite that way.
Today Kittlaus and Cheyer find themselves in a similar position: Do
they sell to a giant or go at it alone?
“Our goal is ubiquity,” Kittlaus said. “There’s no way to predict
where that goes except to say we'll pick the path that gets us
there. Either way, we will finish the job.”

Facebook’s initiative takes a page from WeChat and Telegram, two
wildly popular apps in China and Europe that have implemented
similar systems to great eﬀect. In China, it’s common for a young
person to order movie tickets over chat.
There are also major eﬀorts to integrate services that don’t involve
conversation or chat. Wand Labs, a start-up founded by a former
Google executive who led company’s virtual-assistant project,
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to about.com on October
6, 2015. tinyurl.com/he48lle. © About.com. He is a consultant and
writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has
written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product reviews.
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accomplish a task. For instance, you may be primarily working in
your favorite photo editor, but need a web browser to track down
details on how to perform a complicated bit of image editing.
Split View lets you have both apps open and operating in fullscreen mode, even though they're really sharing a single display.

Split View Lets Two Apps Work In Full-Screen Mode
(Os X El Capitan)

What Is Split View?

It's Possible to Work With Two Full-Screen Apps Using One Display

The Split View feature in OS X El Capitan and later allows you to
run two apps that support running in full screen, and instead place
them side-by-side on your display. Each app thinks it's running in
full screen, but you're able to work in both apps without having to
leave either app's full-screen mode.

By Tom Nelson

How to Enter Split View
We're going to use Safari and Photos to show you how to work
with Split View.
First up, working with a single app in Split View.
1.
Launch Safari and navigate to one of your favorite web
sites.
2.
Click and hold on the Safari window's green button, located
in the top left corner.
3.
You'll notice that the Safari app shrinks in size just a little
bit, and the display on the left-hand or right-hand side turns
slightly blue in color. Don’t let go of the green button just yet.
Whichever side of the display the application window, in this case
Safari, is taking up the most space in, is the side that will turn the
blue shade. If this is the side you want Safari to occupy in the Split
View, then simply release the cursor from the green window
button.

Split View was introduced in the Mac operating system with OS X
El Capitan, as part of Apple’s push to bring a bit of parity between
iOS features and OS X. Apple first provided for full-screen apps
with OS X Lion, although it was a feature that was underused. The
purpose was to allow apps to provide a more immersive
experience, letting the user concentrate on the task at hand
without distractions from other apps or the OS.

4.
If you would rather have the app window occupy the other
side of the display, keep holding the cursor on the green button,
and drag the Safari window towards the other side of the display.
You don’t need to move it all the way to the other side; as soon as

Split View takes this to the next step by allowing two full-screen
apps to be displayed at a single time. Now, this may seem
counterproductive to the idea of working in a single app to avoid
distractions, but in reality, we rarely use just a single app to
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you see the side you wish to use change to the blue color, you can
release your hold on the window's green button.

6.

JUNE 2016

The selected app will open in Split View.

Working With Two Apps in Split View

5.
Safari will expand to full-screen mode, but only occupy the
side of the display you selected.

OS X automatically arranges your Split View into two equal-sized
panes. But you don’t have to live with the default division; you can
resize the panes to meet your needs.

6.
The unused side of the display becomes a mini Exposé
window, showing all open applications as thumbnails. If you don’t
have any applications besides Safari open, you'll see a text
message in the unused side that says No Available Windows.

Between the panes is a slender black shoulder that divides the two
panes of Split View. To resize the panes, place your cursor on the
black shoulder; your cursor will change to a double-headed arrow.
Click and drag the cursor to change the size of the Split View
panes.

7.
When there's only a single app open in Split View, clicking
anywhere within the app will cause the program to expand to full
screen and take over both sides of the display.
8.
Go ahead and quit Safari by moving your cursor to the top
of the display. After a moment, the Safari menu will appear. Select
Quit from the menu.

Note: You can only change the width of the Split View panes,
allowing one pane to be wider than the other.

Planning Ahead to Use Split View

Remember, Split View is really just an app running in full screen
mode; well, actually two apps, but the same method of controlling
a full-screen app applies for Split View.

Exiting Split View

As you may have noticed in our first adventure in using a single
app in split-screen, there is no Dock and no visible menu bar.
Because of how Split View works, you must have at least two
applications running that you wish to use in Split View before you
enter Split View mode.

To exit, simply move your cursor to the top of either of the Split
View apps. After a moment, the selected app's menu bar will
appear. You can then close the app by using the red close window
button in the upper left corner, or by selecting Quit from the app's
menu.

In our second focus on Split View, we'll start by launching two
applications that we want to use in Split View; in this case, Safari
and Photos.
1.

Launch Safari.

2.

Launch Photos.

3.

Use the instructions above to open Safari in Split View.

The remaining app that was in Split View mode will revert to fullscreen mode. Once again, to quit the remaining app, simply select
Quit from the app's menu. You can also use the escape key (Esc)
to revert the full-screen app to a normal windowed app.
Split Screen has some appeal, although it will probably take some
time to get used to it. Try the feature out; it sounds a bit more
complicated than it really is.

4.
This time, the unused Split View pane is populated with a
thumbnail of the Photos app. If you had additional apps open
before entering Split View, all of the open apps would appear in the
unused Split View pane as thumbnails.
5.
To open a second app into Split View, simply click once on
the thumbnail of the app you wish to use.
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That means Facebook has to be very careful about how it
promotes its new Messenger platform, given its reliance on
Apple — which makes the iPhone. And it makes diplomacy crucial:
Facebook needs Apple and the iPhone to keep growing
Messenger, even as it's demonstrating the potential to be a major
rival.

Matt Weinberger posted the following article to businessinsider.com
on April 12, 2016. tinyurl.com/jmchqsy. © Business Insider, Inc. He
is a tech reporter who previously reported on application
development and new enterprise technologies for CITEworld,
Computerworld, and Networkworld.

Facebook Is Playing A Dangerous Game With Apple
By Matt Weinberger

A bite from Apple

Facebook has finally unleashed
Messenger Platform, letting
developers build chatbots —
intelligent software that lets you get
stuﬀ done just by sending text
messages.

Apple's strategy to date has been massively successful, but
it hinges on a series of interdependencies.

It's a big moment for chatbots, which
tech luminaries like Microsoft CEO
Satya Nadella and former Evernote CEO Phil Libin praise as the
next big thing in computing. And investors are pouring cash into
startups that promise to ride the wave.

It gives the App Store a unique gravity that makes it the center of
the universe for developers, who need it to sell their apps, and
users, who need it to get apps.

Most of Apple's record-breaking revenues come from sales of the
iPhone. People like the iPhone in large part because of the App
Store, the only legitimate way to get iPhone apps. And Apple takes
a 30% cut of all App Store purchases.

Once people have a
bunch of iPhone
apps, they're more
likely to upgrade to
another iPhone
rather than start
from scratch on an
Android phone or
any other wannabe
upstart phone
platform. It's in
Apple's best interest to keep the App Store strong and wellstocked.

Which makes it even weirder that Facebook's introduction of the
Messenger Platform feels a little tepid.
Rather than follow in Microsoft's footsteps and pitch chatbots as a
transformational shift that will change the future of computing,
Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg is billing them as a better way to
interact with businesses and go shopping. There's not even an
app-store-like listing of available bots to see them in one place.
Facebook has proven over the years that it's not stupid, so you
can rule out the possibility that Zuckerberg and company simply
haven't realized the potential that chatbots have to make
computing more accessible to the masses.

Chatbots, like those debuted by Facebook today, present an
alternate path for users and developers. At risk is Apple's
stranglehold on the world of apps, and maybe over the
smartphone market itself.

The real answer looks to be a little more complicated. With
Messenger Platform, Facebook Messenger gets to be a little bit
more like an operating system. Libin even called chatbots the most
exciting thing since the iPhone.
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connection, or simply don't want to download another app just to
shop at a particular store or to try a new service, a chatbot is ideal.

Chatbots abide
To hear Nadella tell it, the appeal of chatbots is that they can make
it much easier for normal, nontechnical humans to interact with
web services. Our first experiences with Facebook's chatbots
don't really bear that out, but oh well.

But "replacing an app" is exactly what Apple doesn't want.
If people start to use Facebook's chatbots instead of apps, then
suddenly the Apple App Store gets a lot less central to the
conversation. And Apple has shown little expertise in either
advanced cross-platform messaging or artificial intelligence,
meaning that an Apple-created competitor to Facebook's chatbot
play may be far oﬀ, if it happens at all.

From Facebook's perspective, it's a way to get you to spend even
more time in Messenger and the social network's other apps. It
combines shopping and communication — two of the biggest
reasons people use the internet in the first place. Better yet, it all
lives inside the Messenger app, no additional downloads required.

Developers may like the fact that the chatbots they build for
Messenger can work across all types of devices, whether it's an
iPhone, an Android phone or, really, anything with a browser. That
eliminates the need to build diﬀerent versions of apps for diﬀerent
operating systems, saving time and eﬀort.
And if a Facebook Messenger chatbot works on literally
everything, and users love Facebook Messenger, then why bother
going through the Apple App Store at all?
Without the App Store as an anchor, Apple's strategy loses an
important advantage.
Which could explain Facebook's trepidation to call the Messenger
Platform a revolution. Facebook Messenger still needs the iPhone
— and Android — to grow, thanks to that same App Store
through which new users download the core Facebook and
Messenger apps.
Too much chatbot hype, and Apple might suddenly have cold feet
about continuing to promote Facebook, in the App Store and
through its integrations with iOS. But keeping it low-key means
that people can come to it in their own time. And maybe the
revolution will come before Apple even fully realizes it's happening
SEE ALSO: CHATBOTS EXPLAINED: Why Facebook and other
tech companies think they're the biggest thing since the iPhone

The Operator app in Messenger lets you search for things to buy, make
orders, and track deliveries.

It means that Messenger becomes a Swiss army knife: In theory, a
useful bot can replace any app. If you're on a slow data
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Bob Barton wrote the following article for this Newsletter. A
member of MLMUG for more than 20 years (a founding
member??). He has been Newer Users SIG Co-Chair & Deputy
Webmaster since time immemorial.
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regularly clone your internal drive, your backup strategy is to
recreate everything you lost when your internal drive gets a nonrecoverable problem.
A nice May 2014 writeup on four Mac cloning apps can be found
at www.techrepublic.com/article/four-cloning-solutions-for-os-x/ .

Carbon Copy Cloner - Mac Backup App
By Bob Barton

I personally use Dropbox and SugarSync cloud services for
immediate User data backup and also manually do an incremental
CCC clone of my internal drive to a USB-connected external drive
once a week. I am willing to recreate a week of work on the CCC
clone. That work should be available at the cloud services so I
really do not need to actually recreate anything.

Vendor: Bombich.com
Rating: 4.5 / 5
Cost: $39.99 license for all your household computers
Versions: v4.1.4 for MacOS 10.8 through 10.11 and v3.5.7 for
MacOS 10.6 through 10.9

Do you need a clone
Back to the question of do you need a clone? In my case, yes, but
your milage may vary. I like to be able to connect (via USB) the
external clone and select it to be the Startup Disk (SuD) by holding
down the Option key on startup. I can then repair and do whatever
is needed to my internal drive if it develops a problem. I do not
need to have an internet connection to do this.

Mark's recent Journal article covered the Mac cloning app,
SuperDuper (SD by Pocket.com). I previously used SD but
switched to Carbon Copy Cloner (CCC by Bombich.com) a few
years ago. The current CCC version is 4.1.4 which runs on MacOS
10.8 through 10.11. An older version, 3.5.7, is still available and will
run on MacOS 10.6 through 10.9, but with limited support. I am
still using MacOS 10.6 and run CCC version 3.4.5 which was free
and still does what I need. The new version combines the drive
and file selection pane and the scheduling pane from older
versions and provides additional functionality.

The Recovery drive partition provided on recent MacOS versions
lets you boot from it, a diﬀerent logical drive than your SuD, to do
SuD repairs. If your internal drive controller or the drive electronics
fail, you will not be able to get to the Recovery drive and an
external drive clone will save your bacon.

CCC is $39.99 for "non-commercial use on all computers in your
household", basically a home site license. There is a 30 day free
trial period and a 25% discount for academics with a "dot edu"
email address. A summary of CCC features is at: bombich.com/
features .

Install CCC
CCC is easy to use. Download the app from Bombich.com or
another reputable source and install it. Buy a USB-connected (and
powered) external hard drive with a capacity of about two times
the size of your internal hard drive. If you have a very recent Mac,
you may need to get an adapter for the USB-C connector that
Apple has gone to.

About clones
A clone is an external hard drive backup "complete copy" or
"image" of your internal drive that you can use as a Startup Disk,
i.e., it is "bootable". Do you need an external drive clone of your
internal hard drive? That is for you to decide. Everyone has a
backup strategy - if you do not use Apple's Time Machine App or
manually backup your User data or use a cloud backup or

Reformat your external drive
If your new external drive was formatted for Windows (FAT32), you
should reformat it as Mac HFS Extended, Journaled using the Disk
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Utility (DU) app in the Utilities folder in your Applications folder.
You can also use DU to partition the drive if you have more than
one Mac or internal drive partition to clone. I have both MacOS
10.6 and 10.7 in separate partitions on my old MacBook internal
drive and I clone them separately to diﬀerent partitions on my
external clone drive.
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Clone content customizing
Note that the contents of the Source drive are shown below the
drive name. If you want to make a stripped down clone, you can
go through the contents and uncheck items you do not want to
include. Also, note the selections on what to do with data on the
Destination drive from previous clones when you do an
incremental clone after the first (complete) clone. I set up a
customized plan where the Destination drive contents are pruned
to get 30 GB or more free space. The CCC pruning removes the
oldest items just like Time Machine prunes when it fills up your
Time Machine drive.

Run CCC
Now that you have your external drive reformatted, plug in it's USB
cable (if not already connected) and look for it to mount - a disk
icon(s) will appear on the Desktop. Next, launch CCC from your
Applications folder. You will see something like what is shown in
Figure 1. This window lets you select the Source (internal SuD)
drive and Destination (external clone) drive via drop-down menus
showing all available mounted drive partitions. I name my clone
partitions based on the Source drive name and Figure 1 shows
that I will be cloning "Snow Leopard" (Source) to "SLCCC" (Destination - the name is covered by the options pop-up
menu in Figure 1).

Incremental backup options
If there is insuﬃcient space on the Destination, the cloning process
will fail and you will need to prune and retry. I select to
"Temporarily archive modified and deleted (on the Source) items"
on the Destination drive. This is a middle-ground between the
"Delete anything (on the Destination) that doesn't exist on the
source" and "Preserve newer files (on the Source), don't delete
anything (on the Destination)". The "Preserve.." option will give you
a clone with every file and folder from when you first cloned to the
Destination drive - a first in, still here or FISH plan.
Scheduling
To schedule a clone, CCC provides a scheduling pane as shown in
Figure 2. This lets you schedule a daily or weekly or other special
time(s) to run a backup. You need to leave your commuter "on"
and have the clone drive connected to utilize a scheduled backup.
I keep my clone drive separate from my computer and just
connect it to do a weekly clone so I do not use the schedule
function. For a desktop iMac Pro, scheduling is useful using a
continuously connected external drive.

Figure 1: CCC cloning setup pane - v3.4.5
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Sandbox
CCC does not provide the "sandbox" function that SD has. A
sandbox lets you try out new applications or new operating
systems without installing them on your SuD. While attractive to
avoid problems with new applications, I found I never used the
sandbox function so it was not a selling point to me.
Summary
CCC is a single computer clone application that makes a bootable
copy of a hard drive. I have been using an older version for several
years without any issues. I sleep well because I know I can easily
recover from a computer hard drive failure.

MLMUG May 14, 2016 Meeting Minutes
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary

Figure 2: CCC clone scheduling pane - v3.4.5
Ransomware and scheduling
A drawback to scheduled cloning may be if your computer gets
invaded by "ransomware". Ransomware encrypts your hard drive or important parts of it - and the bad guys oﬀer you the decryption
key after you pay a ransom. They usually want several hundred
dollars in untraceable Bitcoin.

Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at 9:15
AM at the Ludington Library in Bryn Mawr. There were about 40
members and one visitor at the meeting.
Elliot Cobin, our Treasurer, reported that our available funds were
about $6,000.
Main Presentation
Bill Achuﬀ, one of our members , gave a 3-hour presentation
entitled “One’s Perspective on Photography”. The advent of digital
photography has made most people into photographers. The
intricacies of dealing with film are gone.

If your Application folder is encrypted with everything else, CCC
will not run and you can avoid paying the bad guys using your
most recent clone. Just boot from the external clone drive then
manually run CCC from it to clone the external drive to your SuD.
This will replace the encrypted SuD which will get rid of the
ransomware.

Photography is very much like art. There are many conventions
about what is good and what is bad, but individual sensibilities
may diﬀer. Artist can create what doesn't exist. Photographers,
however, are limited to what one can see. The question is what
does one see.

If the ransomware only encrypts your User folder, a scheduled
cloning will copy the encrypted folder to your clone drive unless
you realize there is a problem and disconnect the clone drive or
cancel the schedule before the next scheduled clone. Hopefully
the probability of this happening is tiny to zero.

Take at look at kenrockwell.com for a lot of information on
photography. He is a photographer in California.
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• little hangers and cloth napkins so that you have a seamless
background for small objects,
• extra mount for tripod,
• Pez dispenser for top of camera to attract attention of
children,
• Flash defuser,
• Camera sensor magnifier so you can see the sensor better,
• little gorilla tripod,
• hand mirror,
• flashlight that fits on your finger.

You can use the Photo Mechanic app to help you when you have
taken many photos. It converts photos into JPEGs which enables
faster reviewing.
You may often find that if you see a picture before you take the
picture, you have missed it. Conditions can quickly change. Bill
suggests that you should put camera setting on cloudy. The
camera will do what your setting tell it, and will not adjust to what
the conditions actually are.
You should try to anticipate what might happen so you are better
prepared to take a photo. Bill often take picture before he gets
permission. The photo is more natural. This is particularly true of
children.

Generally, you should set the ISO on the cameras at about 100 or
as low as possible. You want camera to be less sensitive. If you set
the camera on auto, you have to set its ISO.
White balance is the process of removing unrealistic color casts so
that white objects are rendered white on a photo. You generally
want to set the white balance to neutral setting at about 5000
Kelvin.

Bill has a bag of tools, many of which might be helpful when he
goes out to shoot photos. You also might a bag of useful items. Of
course, you have to determine what might be useful to you.

You want to set the depth of field (area of precise focus) for the
subject of the photo so it will be as sharp as possible.

Bill’s list of tools is extensive. It includes objects such as:
• knee pads for lying down or kneeling on the ground or to
protect your elbows,
• SpiderCUBE color calibration tool with diﬀerent blacks and
whites,
• small manual air blower to blow dust oﬀ a lens’ sensor,
• battery-powered spinning brush to create static electricity
when cleaning a sensor,
• lens cleaner,
• lens filter,
• SD card reader,
• chop sticks to prop up objects, etc.,
• cardboard to protect small objects, etc.,
• knit caps to hold and protect lens and cameras (and cold
weather),
• grey cards for color calibration,

A photo Is sharp where you focus. Take multiple photos with
diﬀerent focuses and use a focus stacking app to merge all photos
so all parts of the photos are sharp.
When using a tripod, put the two legs up front.
Bill concluded by showing us a number of photos illustrating the
points he described.
Conclusion. Bill’s presentation was comprehensive and I
recommend that everyone with adjustable cameras carefully
review these minutes. And everyone should prepare a bag with the
“tools” they think might be helpful.
Mark Bazrod
Secretary
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Andy O’Donnell posted the following article to about.com.
tinyurl.com/jqwphwc. © about.com. He is a senior security
engineer & analyst who has focused the last 13 years developing,
managing, auditing, and securing systems.
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A typical bot net may consist of tens of thousands of computers
that are all controlled by a single command and control terminal.
Hackers love using bot nets because it allows them to combine
the computing power and network resources of all the computers
in the bot net to attack a single target. These attacks are called
distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS).

What Is A Bot Net?
By Andy O'Donnell

Thees attacks work well because the target of the attack may not
be able to handle the network and resource load of 20,000
computers all trying to access it at one time. Once the system is
bogged down by all the DDoS traﬃc from the bot net, legitimate
users might not be able to reach the server which is extremely bad
for business, especially if you're a large electronic retailer where
constant availability is your lifeblood.

Have you noticed that your PC has suddenly slowed to a crawl for
no apparent reason? It might be nothing, but it could be that your
computer is busy doing other things, and by other things I mean
attacking other computers as part of a bot net controlled by
hackers, or other assorted bad guys.
"How can this be? My anti-virus software is always up to date?",
you say.

Some of the bad guys will even blackmail the targets, telling them
that if they pay them a fee, then they will stop the attack. Incredibly
enough, some businesses will pay the blackmail fee just to get
back in business until they can figure out how to better deal with
the attacks.

Bot net software is usually installed on computers by users who
are tricked into loading it.
The software might pass itself oﬀ as a legitimate product claiming
to be an anti-virus scanner, when in reality it is malicious
Scareware that, once installed, provides a gateway into your
system for malware software developers to install things like
rootkits and bot net-enabling software.

How do these bot nets become so large?
Malware developers who create the bot net software pay money
via malware aﬃliate marketing programs to people willing to install
their malware on victims' computers. They may pay $250 or more
per 1000 "installs". Enterprising bad guys will use every means
necessary to trick unsuspecting users into installing this crapware.
They will link it in spam e-mails, post malicious links to forums,
setup malicious websites, and anything else they can think of to
get you to click the installer so they can get credit for another
install.

The bot net software eﬀectively sets your computer up to receive
instructions from a master control terminal that is controlled by the
bot net owner who is usually a hacker or other cyber criminal that
purchased the use of your computer from the person who infected
it.
Yes that's right, you heard me correctly. Not only is your computer
infected, but people are making money by selling the rights to use
your computer (without your knowledge) to carry out attacks on
other computers. Mind boggling isn't it? It's like someone renting
out your car for someone else's use while it's parked at a
shopping center, and then putting it back before you discover it
was gone.

The malware developer will then sell control of the bot nets they
have created. They will sell them in large blocks of 10,000 or more
slave computers. The larger the block of slave bots, the higher the
price they will ask.
I used to think malware was created by kids trying to prank
people, but it is really all about bad guys making money oﬀ of
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How can we stop these Sons of (insert favorite bad thing
here)'s from enslaving our computers?

Leo A. Notenboom updated the following article to askleo.com on
November 12, 2014. tinyurl.com/gsg32wc. Using computers since
1976 he “retired" in 2001 after 18 years at Microsoft and started
Ask Leo! in 2003 to answer to common computer & technical
questions.

1. Get a malware-specific scanner

Is It Safe To Let My Browser Remember Passwords?

Your virus scanner might be awesome at finding viruses, but not
so good at finding Scareware, rogue malware, rootkits, and other
types of malicious software. You should consider getting
something like Malwarebytes which is known for finding malware
that often evades traditional virus scanners.

Letting your browser remember passwords is a convenient feature.
However it's important to understand that with that convenience
comes risk - often significant risk.

traﬃcking the use of your computer's CPU cycles and your
network bandwidth.

By Leo A. Notenboom
If I consider my computer to be physically secure, am I
reasonably safe letting Firefox remember my passwords
(without using a master password), or am I being incredibly
stupid to do that? What if I do use a master password?

2. Get a "second opinion" scanner
If one doctor says everything is good, but you still feel sick, you
might want to get a second opinion from another doctor, right? Do
the same for your malware protection. Install a second malware
scanner on your computer to see if it might catch something that
the other scanner missed. You would be surprised how many
times one tool misses something that another one catches.

I certainly wouldn’t say incredibly stupid at all. But it’s definitely
an additional risk, and one that needs to be understood.
But you’re correct in considering physical security first. The
problem is that people often assume they have more physical
security than they actually do.

3. Be on the lookout for fake anti-virus software

And master passwords? Well, they’re nice, but they too have
their limitations.

In your search for malware protection you could end up installing
something malicious if you don't do your research on the product
first. Google the product to see if there are any reports that it is
fake or malicious before you install anything. Never install anything
that is sent to you in an e-mail or found in a pop-up box. These are
often delivery methods for malware developers and malware
aﬃliates.

Remembered passwords in Firefox
If you’re at all wondering why this is even an issue; if you have
Firefox remember passwords for you, do the following:

If you want to be extra sure that the malware infection is gone then
you should consider a performing full backup, wipe and reload of
your computer to ensure that the malware is gone.
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•

Type the ALT key to expose the menu bar

•

Click on the Tools menu

•

Click on the Options menu item

•

Click on the Security tab

•

Click on the Saved Passwords… button

•

Click on the Show Passwords button
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steal your computer, or Firefox’s encrypted files, they still have
a reasonable chance of breaking through this security and gaining
access to your remembered passwords.

A few clicks and all your passwords are visible.
[ED - Now go to Firefox Preferences - Security - Saved Logins.]
While I’ve obscured my own information, that dialog shows a list of
URLs, Usernames and Passwords as remembered in my copy of
Firefox. All we had to do was walk up to the computer and follow
the simple instructions above to make all passwords clearly visible.
That should have you thinking very carefully about your security.
Anyone who can walk up to your computer can do that, and pretty
darned quickly.
Mitigating the risk of remembered passwords
What can you do? There are several approaches.

Aside from that, and as with any password, one key is to make it
as strong as possible. My take is simply this: it’s like a padlock. It’ll
keep most people out. However, if someone who knows what
they’re doing comes along with a large enough crowbar or a bolt
cutter, it’s possible that they could get in.

•
Do nothing but rely on physical security.
Depending on your circumstances, this may be a viable approach.
The key is that you must be certain about your physical security.
That means you know that you machine cannot be easily stolen,
and that no one can simply walk up to it and access Firefox’s
remembered password list.

My recommendation
My rules are very simple:

•
Clear the list and stop remembering passwords.
This is actually what I recommend. As an alternative, I use
LastPass, which allows me to store my password database where
I choose, and keeps it securely encrypted as well.

•
Never use the browser to remember passwords on a
computer you don’t control completely. Period.
•
Never use the browser to remember passwords on a
portable computer, even if it’s yours. If it’s stolen the thief can take
all the time he needs to crack it.

•
Use a master password. Firefox allows you to
select a master password which is used to encrypt the stored
passwords. In theory, without knowing the master password, you
cannot access the stored passwords.

•
In fact, never use the browser to remember
passwords. Instead, use tools specifically written for the task like
LastPass, Roboform or others. On top of that, use a good, strong
master password, and set options such that the master password
is required after the machine’s been idle for a while.

Here’s the problem I have with master passwords and
remembered passwords: traditionally browsers have been built for
browsing first, and on-machine security second. I was able to find
at least one password-cracking tool aimed specifically at the
Firefox master password. If someone with malicious intent can
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Seth Rosenblatt and Jason Cipriani posted the following article to
cnet.com on June 15, 2015. tinyurl.com/nj58gx3. © CBS
Interactive Inc. Seth, a CNET News Senior writer, covered Google
and security. Jason has been covering mobile technology news for
over five years.
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What is two-factor authentication?
Two-factor authentication adds a second level of authentication to
an account log-in. When you have to enter only your username
and one password, that's considered a single-factor
authentication. 2FA requires the user to have two out of three
types of credentials before being able to access an account. The
three types are:

Two-Factor Authentication: What You Need To Know
Twitter's got it. Apple's got it, too. Google, Microsoft, Facebook
and Amazon have had it for a while. But why's two-factor
authentication important, and will it keep you safe?

• Something you know, such as a personal identification
number (PIN), password or a pattern
• Something you have, such as an ATM card, phone, or fob
• Something you are, such as a biometric like a fingerprint or
voice print

By SethRosenblatt and Jason Cipriani
You may not know it, but you probably already use two-factor
authentication in the physical world. This explanation of what it is
should help convince you why it's a good idea to use it with
mission-critical online services, too.

How old is two-factor authentication?

Two-factor authentication, or 2FA as it's commonly abbreviated,
adds an extra step to your basic log-in procedure. Without 2FA,
you enter in your username and password, and then you're done.
The password is your single factor of authentication. The second
factor makes your account more secure, in theory.

Older than life itself.

"Twitter made the decision to use SMS [to deliver its second
factor] because it makes sense from their position," said Jon
Oberheide, chief technology oﬃcer of Duo Security, which uses
apps to prove identity. SMS is "universal in some respects; all you
need is a mobile phone."

But just because it's been around for a long time doesn't mean
that it's easy to set up and use.

OK, not really. But 2FA is nothing new. When you use your credit
card and you must enter in your ZIP code to confirm a charge,
that's an example of 2FA in action. You must provide a physical
factor, the card, and a knowledge factor, the ZIP code.

Wait, it's hard to use?
It definitely adds an extra step to your log-in process, and
depending on how the account vendor, such as Twitter, has
implemented it, it can be a minor inconvenience or a major pain.
Much also depends on your patience and your willingness to
spend the extra time to ensure a higher level of security.

But Twitter has faced some backlash, he said, because many of
the highest-profile Twitter hacks have been against corporate
Twitter accounts.
"Two-factor authentication does help, but Twitter is a high-value
target, and it needs to be protected like one," said Jim Fenton,
chief security oﬃcer at OneID, an enterprise password
replacement system.

Fenton said that while two-factor authentication makes it harder to
log in, it's not "hugely" more so.
"An attacker might be able to collect a cookie or an OAuth token
from a website and essentially take over their session," he said.
"So, 2FA is a good thing, but it does make the user experience

Here's a rundown of what two-factor authentication is, how it can
work for you, and what its limitations are.
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more complicated...It's done when you're logging into an account
on your device for the first time, for example."

Google account, created 2FA on it, then pretended to lose my
data."

Will two-factor authentication protect me?

Fenton continued: "Account recovery took some extra time, but
three days later I got an email helpfully explaining that 2FA had
been disabled on my account." After that, he was able to log back
in to the account without 2FA.

Well, that's a loaded question when it comes to security.
It's true that two-factor authentication is not impervious to
hackers. One of the most high-profile cases of a compromised
two-factor system occurred in 2011, when security company RSA
revealed that its SecurID authentication tokens had been hacked.

Account recovery is not a problem without a solution, though. Or,
at least, solutions are being worked on.
"I see biometrics as an interesting way to solve the recovery
problem," Oberheide said. "If I lost my phone, it would take forever
to go through each account and recover them. If there's a very
strong biometric recovery method, a passcode of my choosing,
and a voice challenge or something like that, it becomes a very
reasonable and usable recovery mechanism."

Fenton explained both sides of the eﬀectiveness problem. "The
thing that concerns me as a security guy is that people don't look
at what the cause of the threats might be. 2FA mitigates the
problems, but a lot of awful attacks can run on 2FA."
At the same time, he said, two-factor oﬀered more protection than
logging in without it. "When you make an attack harder, you're
disabling a certain subset of the hacker community," he said.

Basically, he's suggesting using one form of two-factor for logging
in, and a second, diﬀerent two-factor combo for recovery.

How is 2FA vulnerable to hackers?

What's next for 2FA?

To hack two-factor authentication, the bad guys must acquire
either the physical component of the log-in, or must gain access to
the cookies or tokens placed on the device by the authentication
mechanism. This can happen in several ways, including a phishing
attack, malware or credit-card-reader skimming. There is a another
way, however: account recovery.

As two-factor authentication becomes more commonplace, it's
more likely that attacks will be more successful against it. That's
the nature of computer security. But by virtue of being more
commonplace, it will become easier to use, too.
Oberheide said that many of his customers start oﬀ thinking that
implementing 2FA will be expensive or hard to use, but often find
that their experience with it is the opposite.

If you remember what happened to journalist Mat Honan, his
accounts were compromised by leveraging the "account recovery"
feature. Account recovery resets your current password and emails
you a temporary one so that you can log in again.

"I think that will come faster in the consumer space because
they're not dealing with all this cruft from the legacy of 2FA from
the '80s," he said. But he noted that older systems can have a
hard time getting 2FA going. "A few months ago, we published the
bypass of Google's two-factor scheme," he explained. "It's not a
ding against two-factor in general, but against Google's
complicated legacy system."

"One of the biggest problems that's not adequately solved is
recovery," said Duo Security's Oberheide.
Account recovery works as a tool for breaking two-factor
authentication because it "bypasses" 2FA entirely, Fenton
explained. "Just after [the Honan story was published], I created a
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Fenton noted that increased adoption could create opportunities
to refine the technology. "Should we be planning now on designing
something that can scale to large numbers of sites? It seems that
2FA is really exploding right now," he said.
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Despite its problems, Oberheide sounded an optimistic tone for
two-factor authentication. "If we can increase the security and
usability of 2FA at the same time, that's a holy grail that's often
diﬃcult to achieve," he said.
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Tom Nelson updated the following article on about.com on
December 1, 2015. tinyurl.com/85ml3q9. © About.com. He is a
consultant and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and
support. He has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product
reviews.

up, Time Machine will purge older backups to ensure you have
room for the most current data.

How To Move Time Machine To A New Backup Drive

Starting with Snow Leopard (OS X 10.6.x), Apple simplified what's
required to successfully transfer a Time Machine backup. If you
follow the steps below, you can move your current Time Machine
backup to a new disk. Time Machine will then have enough room
to save a larger number of backups, until it eventually fills up the
available space on the new drive.

Moving Time Machine to a New Hard Drive

Transfer Your Time Machine Backup to a New Drive Was Never Easier

By Tom Nelson
It's a law of the universe. Sooner
or later, Time Machine backups
expand to fill all available space
on a hard drive. It's actually a
capability that we're glad Time
Machine possesses. By using all
available space, Time Machine
can keep backups of our work
going back as far as…well, as far
as there's available space.

Preparing the New Hard Drive to Be Used for Time Machine
1. Make sure your new hard drive is connected to your Mac,
either internally or externally.
2. Start up your Mac.
3. Launch Disk Utility, located at /applications/utilities/.
4. Select the new hard drive from the list of disks and volumes in
the left side of the Disk Utility window. Be sure to select the
disk, not the volume. The disk will usually include its size and
possibly its manufacturer as part of its name. The volume will
usually have a simpler name; the volume is also what shows up
on your Mac's desktop.
5. Time Machine drives need to be formatted with the GUID
Partition Table. You can verify a drive's format type by
checking the Partition Map Scheme entry at the bottom of the
Disk Utility window. It should say GUID Partition Table. If it
doesn't, you will need to the format the new drive.

Eventually, though, you may decide you need more room for your
Time Machine backups, and want to move them to a larger hard
drive.
You may need more room for two primary reasons. First, the
amount of data you store on your Mac has grown over time, as
you've added more applications and created and saved more
documents. At some point, you may outgrow the amount of space
available on your original Time Machine hard drive.
The other common reason for needing more room is a desire to
store more data history.

WARNING: Formatting the hard drive will erase any data on the
drive.

The more data history you can store, the farther back in time you
can retrieve a file. Time Machine will obligingly save multiple
generations of documents or other data, as long as you have
enough room to accommodate them. But once the hard drive fills

To format the new hard drive, follow the instructions in the guide
below, and then return to this guide:
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Format Your Hard Drive Using Disk Utility

Selecting the New Hard Drive for Time Machine's Use

If you want the new hard drive to have multiple partitions, follow
the instructions in the guide below, and then return to this guide:

1. Once the copying is complete, return to the Time Machine
preference pane and click the Select Disk button.
2. Select the new hard disk from the list and click the Use for
Backup button.
3. Time Machine will turn back on.

Partition Your Hard Drive With Disk Utility
6. Once you finish formatting or partitioning the new hard drive, it
will mount on your Mac's desktop.
7. Right-click the new hard drive icon on the desktop, and select
Get Info from the pop-up menu.
8. Make sure that 'Ignore ownership on this volume' isn't
checked. You'll find this check box at the bottom of the Get
Info window.
9. To change the 'Ignore ownership on this volume' you will first
have to click the padlock icon located in the bottom right
corner of the Get Info window.
10. When prompted, supply an administrators username and
password. You can now make the changes.

That's all there is to it. You're ready to continue using Time
Machine on your new, spacious hard drive, and you didn't lose any
of the Time Machine data from the old drive.

Transferring Your Time Machine Backup to a New Hard Drive
1. Launch System Preferences by clicking the System
Preferences icon in the Dock, or selecting System Preferences
from the Apple menu.
2. Select the Time Machine preference pane.
3. Slide the Time Machine switch to Oﬀ.
4. Return to the Finder and browse to the location of your current
Time Machine backup.
5. Click and drag the Backups.backupdb folder to the new hard
drive.
6. If asked, supply an administrator name and password.
7. The copying process will start. This can take a while,
depending on the size of your current Time Machine backup.
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John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on April 19, 2016. tinyurl.com/zdp45s6. © The Mac Observer, Inc.
A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA, the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, & Apple.
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This is a guess, but I suspect we'll see a weight just under 4
pounds (1.8 kg) for the 15-inch and well under 3 pounds (1.36 kg)
for the 13-inch.
3. Two x USB-C Ports and Thunderbolt 3. Why Thunderbolt 3?
Intel's integration of Thunderbolt 3 co-resident with USB 3 on the
motherboard and connected via the USB-C plug solves the
problem of wide acceptance of USB 3 and declining viability of
Thunderbolt as stand-alone technology. Thunderbolt 3, at 40
Gbps, is backwards compatible with all TB 2 and TB 1 devices and
gives legacy Thunderbolt-centric customers a sensible path
forward without feeling like they have to chose one or the other
technology.

We Now Know What The New Macbook Pros Will Be
Like - Apple Just Told Us
By John Martellaro
When Apple's SVP of Worldwide Marketing, Phil Schiller, talked
about the new MacBook upgrade, introduced on April 19th, he
also gave us a pretty clear indication of what the next generation
of MacBook Pros will be like.
In Apple's press release for the 2016 MacBook, Mr. Schiller said:

Why two USB-C ports? First, redundancy. If one fails, the
professional doesn't skip a beat in mission critical work. Secondly,
it allows the easy connection of an external display while
simultaneously charging without a dock. This is a guess, but my
instincts kick in here. (And I presume that if power is connected to
both, only one port will charge the battery.)

MacBook is the thinnest and lightest Mac we have ever made
and it’s our vision for the future of the notebook.
Let's look at what that statement means, with a broad brush.
Recall that Apple's last MacBook Pro 15-inch update was in May
of 2015 with "Haswell" CPUs.
1. Skylake processors. With a 14 nanometer fabrication process,
these CPUs will be about 10 percent faster and consume less
power. As for the GPU, HD 530 graphics will be about 20 to 40
percent faster. Lower power translates to, likely, 12 hour battery life
when combined with "terraced" (conformal) batteries.

4. Finish. The traditional aluminum look will give way to MacBook
colors of Silver, Space Gray, Gold, and ... Black! I can't see Rose
Gold MacBook Pro unless it's for foreign markets. Some might
favor Rose Gold for an entry level MacBook, but I'll go out on a
limb and suggest that it won't go over well with American business
people and technical professionals.

2. Terraced batteries and MacBook look and feel. The 13- and
15-inch MacBook Pros will be, I propose, indistinguishable from
the current MacBook design. With traditional ports gone (see
below), they'll have that MacBook thinness somewhere around a
half-inch (12 mm). The MacBook technology of terraced batteries
will allow that. You won't be able to tell the new Pros apart from a
2016 MacBook without some some sense of scale. And maybe the
fact that the Pro version will have two USB-C ports.

MacBook's butterfly keyboard: loved and despised equally.

5. Virtual Keyboard. If all the above were all we got, it would be a
pleasant speed bump for MacBook Pro users. However, questions
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have come up about the staleness of the classic MacBook/Air/Pro
design.
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Often, this device is located in the same physical location as the
computer itself. If the device is a hard drive, it has the potential to
randomly fail or become damaged by a fall or an impact. When
you store your data into your iCloud account, you are sending your
data away to be stored on a server in one of Apple’s data centers,
hundreds or thousands of miles away.

One way to take a giant leap forward would be to introduce a
touch sensitive keyboard surface with feedback. Apple has a
patent on this. If Apple elects not to use the new butterfly
mechanism (used in the MacBooks) in the Pro line, such a
keyboard, described in this International Business Times article,
could get us drooling again
about the high-end MacBook
models. However. it may be a
long shot for 2016.

Deciding on a backup strategy is similar to deciding on where to
store your money. Using iCloud is like storing your money in a
bank account, and using an external hard drive is like storing your
money under your mattress. If your money is in a bank account, it
is guaranteed to be safe no matter what happens to you or your
home. If your home is destroyed by a fire or a natural disaster, your
money will remain in the bank account. However, if the bank fails
or goes out of business, which has happened before (pretend
the FDIC does not exist for this analogy), your money will be lost. If
your money is stored under your mattress, you are guaranteed to
keep your money no matter what happens at the bank or
anywhere else. However, if your home is destroyed, the money will
be lost.

These new, faster MacBook
Pros, thin and mostly free of
thickness-consuming ports,
and perhaps in cool colors will
leverage oﬀ the emerging
maturity of the USB-C port (and new peripherals) and all the new
technologies spearheaded by the 2015 and 2016 Retina 12-inch
MacBooks. I suspect these new Pros will fly oﬀ the shelves.

The matter can be further complicated by issues like the fact that
iCloud does not automatically back up all of the data on your
computer, and is therefore not a true backup solution. If you
use iCloud Photo Library, your pictures are automatically backed
up, but everything else needs to be manually stored in the iCloud
Drive folder on your Mac, so if you forget to save a document
there, it is not backed up. Also, with only 5GB of free storage, this
can fill very quickly and you will likely need to pay a monthly fee for
additional storage. Finally, if you forget your iCloud password, and
are unable to reset it at iforgot.apple.com, you can lose access to
your data.

I want one already.
Ben Ryan posted the following article to the Small Dog
Electronics’s Tech Tails Newsletter #951 on May 17, 2016.
tinyurl.com/jd59ln9. © Kibbles & Bytes. He is a service writer at
Small Dog.

iCloud vs. Time Machine
By Ben Ryan
One of the most common questions I receive as a Mac technician
is: “Should I back up my data using Time Machine with an external
hard drive, or using iCloud?” The answer is not a simple one. Both
methods have diﬀerent advantages and disadvantages.

Keep in mind, the more important your data is, the more backups
you should keep of it. Using iCloud and Time Machine together is
even better than using either one.

When you back up your data using Time Machine, you are copying
it from your computer to an external storage device that you own.
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component would be replaced, and with the console inspected,
cleared of personal data and cleaned, it becomes oﬀered for sale.
“We have to somewhat be like a doctor and ask a lot of
questions,” said Bruce Kulp, GameStop’s senior vice president for
supply chain and refurbishment. “The worst thing in our world is to
have something go out that’s been pre-owned and a consumer
has an issue with it.”

Taking The Stigma Out Of Buying Used Electronics
By Brian X. Chen

GameStop’s refurbishment of video game consoles underlines
how a used electronic sold by a reputable brand can often be as
good as buying new. While a used product may lack the original
packaging or there might be some scuﬀs on it, the quality of many
of the devices remains high and people who buy the gadgets do
the world a favor by putting more use into the energy, metals,
plastics and human labor invested in creating the product, said
Carole Mars, the senior research lead for the Sustainability
Consortium, which studies the sustainability of consumer goods.
Those who buy used gadgets are also part of a trend of anticonsumerism, which includes maintaining electronics to get more
use out of them for a longer period, rather than discarding and
constantly upgrading to the latest products.
There are no firm numbers indicating how many Americans buy
used electronics. About 25 percent of GameStop’s revenue last
year consisted of sales of used products, which was flat compared
with the previous year. Amazon said that more customers are
shopping in its used products store, though it declined to provide
numbers. Many organizations dealing with used electronics sell to
those that cannot easily aﬀord technology, like public schools or
economically disadvantaged countries.

Used devices at Gazelle’s processing center in Louisville, Ky. Gazelle
oﬀers cash for used smartphones, Apple laptops and iPads. Clockwise
from top left: an Apple iPad Mini 3; a Samsung Galaxy Note; a Microsoft
Surface Pro 3; and an Apple iPhone 5s.

WHEN you sell a used video game console to the retailer
GameStop, it goes on a long journey before winding up in the preowned section inside a store.

Yet used electronics often face a bad rap — people may lack trust
in a pre-owned product because it has been used by someone
other than themselves. To see whether such stigma is warranted, I
compared the pre-owned products programs of three retailers:
Amazon, GameStop and Gazelle. My takeaway is that you can buy

The product travels to one of GameStop’s repair facilities, like its
enormous refurbishment operations center in Grapevine, Tex.,
where it undergoes a litany of tests. A used PlayStation, for
example, would be checked for every component, from the discloading tray to the laser that reads the games. Any malfunctioning
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pre-owned products from reputable brands with as much
confidence as you might buy a used car from a certified dealer.

capacity remaining, otherwise they are replaced with new ones,
the company said.

A research-driven feature aimed at solving everyday problems
related to consumer technology.

Dave Maquera, the president of Gazelle, said that similar to the
inspection programs used by certified pre-owned car dealers,
Gazelle’s process creates a new level of confidence in buying used
phones and computers. Though he declined to provide specific
numbers, he noted that sales of used devices to consumers had
jumped a double-digit percentage compared to last year.

The Programs
Amazon’s in-house program for pre-owned products is called
Warehouse Deals. The giant online retailer sells used products in
25 categories, including televisions, cameras, computers, kitchen
gadgets and cellphones. Many of the items come from customers
who opened the packaging or used the goods and returned them
to Amazon.

At GameStop, the product testing gets intense. Mr. Kulp, the
supply chain executive, said the company takes up to 100 game
consoles a month, refurbishes them and puts them through stress
tests, running them for thousands of hours to see if its repairs are
long-lasting. These test units are never sold to consumers.

Glenn Ramsdell, director of Amazon’s Warehouse Deals, said
every item was checked by hand for its physical and functional
condition. A wireless speaker, for example, would be tested for its
connectivity features and checked for included accessories;
repairs are made if necessary.

“It’s just like the way a car company would do a crash test,” he
said.
As for used video games, the company buﬀs out any light
scratches from the discs, but if the game is so deeply scratched
that it becomes unplayable, it heads to the shredder.

Then the items get a grade. “Like new” means it was probably
untouched and in perfect condition; “very good” describes an item
that was well cared for and lightly used; a “good” item might show
signs of wear and tear but works perfectly; and “acceptable”
would be something that has cosmetic issues like scratches and
dents but otherwise works.

The trade-oﬀs for buying used games at GameStop are fairly
obvious. For one, after a new game releases, you will have to wait
awhile to buy it used: In other words, you will be a late adopter. For
another, the product will probably lack its original packaging and
there might be light cosmetic wear. But for the average consumer,
all that matters is that your gaming experience will be exactly the
same as if you had bought the product new.

The discounts vary in Warehouse Deals, but with a bit of time,
people can scout out some good deals. An Amazon 6-inch Kindle
sells for $60 brand new, but in “good” condition it sells for about
$43.50, a discount of almost 28 percent.

What if something goes wrong? Amazon and GameStop give
customers 30 days to return used products, the same amount of
time they allow for returns of new products. Gazelle oﬀers a free
30-day warranty for each device and the option to buy an
extended warranty.

Gazelle oﬀers cash for consumers’ pre-owned smartphones, Apple
laptops and iPads. Before the products are listed for sale, they go
through a rigorous testing program similar to GameStop’s. The
items are shipped to a processing center in Louisville, Ky., and
undergo what Gazelle calls a 30-point inspection, testing
everything from a phone’s camera lens to its wireless connections.
Smartphone batteries need to have at least 80 percent of their

Bottom Line
Consumers should always consider checking out the used section
of retailers for most electronics, including smartphones, laptops
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and desktop computers, said Dr. Mars of the Sustainability
Consortium. In my personal experience buying used video games,
computers and even home gadgets like vacuum cleaners from
GameStop, Gazelle and Amazon, I have never regretted buying
used items.
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Even if you choose not to buy used, the best thing you can do is
sell your gadget as soon as you stop using it so that someone else
can give it some love. (I tested several trade-in and recycling
services last year, and found all of them to be headache-free.) If
you procrastinate, the product can get too old, meaning the
retailers won’t be able to resell it, so it may end up in a shredder,
Dr. Mars said.

But Dr. Mars said to beware of buying used televisions and
computer monitors, since a lot more can go wrong with larger
screens than with computer equipment. The jury is also still out on
buying used wearable devices like Fitbit trackers because they
make up a fairly new category, she added.

“Turn over that old device so that somebody can get a second life
out of it,” she said. “There’s no reason for it to go into a drawer.”
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camera. (In all honesty, I don’t know if modern flash memory uses
this exact technique, but it remains a fairly accurate metaphor for
the process.)
Once the memory has been “flashed”, power can be completely
removed, and the memory will retain whatever was written to it.

Can A USB Thumbdrive “Wear Out”?

The problem is that memory can be flashed in this manner only so
many times. I’m finding numbers between 10,000 and 100,000
times – though as with anything, I’m sure that is increasing over
time as well. Regardless, there is a limit. When that limit is
approached, some portion of the memory may not properly
remember what was written to it, resulting in corruption. It may
only take a single bit of information to be wrong, or to “wear out”,
for the entire contents of a flash memory chip to be lost.

By Leo A. Notenboom
While the technology continues to improve, the fact is that flash
memory has a limited number of times it can be written to. It can,
in fact, wear out.
I have a database application that I share between multiple
computers. We keep the database itself on a USB thumb drive and
simply move that drive to the other computers as needed. The
database is never copied oﬀ the thumbdrive, we just update it in
place. Seems very simple.

Some flash memory chips, perhaps even most, now also include
circuitry to avoid “bad bits”. That means if a portion of the flash
memory finally wears out and goes bad, the chip itself can
compensate, and it will look to the user like everything is fine.
Another approach is called “wear leveling.” This spreads the use of
flash memory across the entire device, even if you’re only writing
to the same spot in the same file every single time.

A friend of mine just told me that I was asking for trouble. He
said something about thumbdrives “wearing out”, and that sooner
or later, probably sooner, the data on my thumbdrive would
become corrupt. Is that true? Do these USB drives actually wear
out?

But these techniques only last so long and only postpone the
inevitable.

Yes.
I strongly recommend that you backup the contents of that drive –
yes, sooner rather than later. And perhaps even rethink how you’re
sharing that data.

Now, in your case, you’re using USB thumbdrive in perhaps the
worst possible way for longevity. Database applications in
particular are notorious for writing to the disk – a lot – as tables,
fields, indexes and the like are updated. Even if you don’t write to
your database, the files may be updated with things like “last
access” information and other administrivia. As a result, the USB
drive is still being written to. A lot.

Inexpensive flash memory, the type used in USB thumb drives,
memory sticks and other devices, is very, very cool. But there is a
dark side that people don’t talk about much.
Flash memory “wears out”.

With all that writing going on, reaching the failure point of some
random bit or bits in the flash memory stick doesn’t seem that far
fetched. Remember, in the unluckiest case, it might only take one
worn-out bit of information to render the entire contents
unreadable.

Putting the flash in flash memory
Flash memory chips are called “flash” because in order to write to
it, the memory is loaded, and then a signal is sent to the memory
circuitry that says “remember this” – kind of like the flash on a
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If there’s only one copy on a flash drive, its days are numbered.

Using inexpensive flash memory
The best use of USB thumb drives and other
flash memory-based devices is simply copyto and copy-from. By that I mean copy the
information to the thumbdrive to store it, copy
it from the thumbdrive to a local hard disk to
use it, and then copy it back to the thumb
drive to store it.

What about SSDs?
SSDs or Solid State Drives are indeed based on flash memory.
And yes, they will wear out too.
Just not as quickly.
There is a diﬀerence between the “inexpensive” flash memory I’ve
discussed far, and the flash memory on SSDs. USB thumbdrives;
CF, SD and microSD memory cards are all relatively cheap. The
type of flash technology they use is, as I’ve described, susceptible
to wearing out if written to “too much”. Inexpensive drives can
wear out from regular use in a relatively short time span.

Never run disk-intensive applications directly against files stored
on the thumb drive.
If you copy to and from even ten times daily, you’re looking at
three years of usage for the low end of the flash memory lifespan.
(Yes, I know that’s not exact. In fact, it’s way more complex than
that; factoring in things like the type of file system, FAT or NTFS,
the eﬃciency of the device driver, and even the circuitry on the
specific flash memory device – but it’s a good order of magnitude.)

Not quite so for SSDs.
SSDs use a more expensive flash technology, and are engineered
diﬀerently than their inexpensive cousins. Even as prices come
down to approach the per-gigabyte cost of thumbdrives, the
technology remains fundamentally diﬀerent and often significantly
physically larger.

You may also note that your application speeds up when you copy
your database to the hard disk for use. While reading flash
memory is typically quite fast, writing is not.

The same problem applies: an SSD will wear out – it just takes a
lot longer to do so. In fact, it’s not unreasonable to assume that an
SSD used as the primary drive in a computer can outlast the useful
lifespan of the computer itself; again, depending on how it’s used.
It’ll wear out eventually, but you’ll likely have moved on to another
machine before that time.

And finally, if you really need external storage, a thumbdrive may
simply be the wrong solution to your problem. There are plenty of
external hard drives that could do the same job without the write
limitations. Or perhaps a networked solution is the way to go.
Back up
Knowing that inexpensive flash memory-based devices will wear
out eventually, there’s one other thing you need to make sure to
do, and that’s to back up.

Regardless, it’s important to remember that any media can and will
fail. The diﬀerences we’re talking about have to do with how
quickly, on average, the failure will happen. Again, based on use,
traditional spinning hard drives and SSDs will significantly outlast
inexpensive flash drives.

If you keep your only copy of important data on a flash drive you
are asking for trouble. It will wear out eventually, and your data will
become completely unrecoverable.

And you need to be backing them up.
All of them.

Remember the “golden rule” of backing up:
If there’s only one copy, it’s not backed up.
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match and exceed some of those same requirements in the LHC.
Three important linked topics within this discussion are denoted
below and relate to the three attached figures
Gravitational waves - A scientific and mathematical discussion of
the gravitational wave spectrum and sources.
Gravitational wave astronomy - A new way of viewing the universe
and space-time ripples (distortions) which were previously
invisible.
Gravitational wave observatory - A compilation of international
programs currently underway and their detection technologies.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_observation_of_gravitational_waves

Gravitational Waves
A new kind of astronomy has been under development entirely
diﬀerent from electromagnetic radiation and it involves detecting
space-time ripples (gravitational waves). The field equations of
Einstein's theory of general relativity predicted their occurrence a
hundred years ago but the space-time distortions were so
miniscule that they would defy detection. The linked articles below
chronicle the past half century of technological invention and
innovation which enabled the creation of massive laser beam
interferometer detectors with absolutely amazing precision and
sensitivities.

The following link to the aLIGO and LSC (LIGO Scientific
Collaboration) website provides an even more detailed description
of the LIGO labs. LSC is group of more than 1000 scientists
worldwide joined together in the search for gravitational waves.
The site chronicles the two decade eﬀort to design, build, test and
refine the LIGO and aLIGO observatories. The extensive R&D
collaboration and technology transfer involves multiple
organizations as described in this excerpt from the section
entitled, "LIGO Technology Development and Migration" - - "For
Advanced LIGO to succeed innovative technology has been
developed by LIGO scientists and engineers to measure
displacements of less than 1/10,000 the diameter of an atomic
nucleus. Innovations in areas as diverse as lasers, optics,
metrology, vacuum technology, chemical bonding and software
algorithm development have resulted directly from this pioneering
work." Bookmark this site to keep abreast of recent and future
developments. www.advancedligo.mit.edu/summary.html.

The landmark discovery was reported on February 11 by the
Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory
(aLIGO) team. Ripples in space-time caused by the violent mergers
of two black holes had been detected, 100 years after these
"gravitational waves" had been predicted by Albert Einstein's
theory of general relativity and half a century after physicists set
out to look for them. Einstein believed that although predicted, the
tiny magnitude of the space-time waves could never be detected.
The event was widely reported by the media and the link below to
the QUANTA magazine article is a good description with an
informative historical perspective. Note the vision and persistence
of professors Ranier Weiss of MIT and Kip Thorne of Caltech, the
co-founders of LIGO. www.quantamagazine.org/20160211gravitational-waves-discovered-at-long-last/.

The following link is to an article by astrophysicist and author,
Ethan Siegel, that captures the excitement and sheer joy within the
scientific community on the first physical detection of gravitational
waves, the detected merger of two black holes and the agreement
with mathematical models developed from Einstein?s field
equations of general relativity.
www.forbes.com/sites/startswithabang/2016/02/11/the-firstdetection-of-gravitational-waves/#7ca7c7574b15

Wikipedia has many well referenced discussions and the link
below entitled, "First observation of gravitational waves," is a good
starting place for more in depth technical information. The
importance of this first physical detection by aLIGO cannot be
understated. Although the CERN Large Hadron Collider's 26.6 km
circular tunnel dwarfs the two 4 km orthogonal arms of LIGO, the
precision, accuracy and sensitivity of the LIGO observatories
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The research and development process (R&D) for the design,
fabrication, testing and operation of the LIGO observatories
demands large multidisciplinary teams of scientists, engineers and
technologists. Scientific theory, observation, testing and validation
requires at some point the reality of nuts and bolts engineering to
create the research instruments, devices and LIGO observatories.
As an engineer I spent much of my career in aerospace R&D
developing complex computer models of large structures and had
the privilege of conducting actual physical testing and correlation
studies of these models. In a small way I can relate to the
challenges confronted in developing the observatories. Engineers
must endure reality which brings to mind one of my favorite Albert
Einstein quotes.
Einstein quote: As far as the laws of mathematics refer to reality,
they are not certain, as far as they are certain, they do not refer to
reality.
Jim Cokonis
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Starting a few weeks ago, I noticed report after report about
advances in materials science that push new limits. Some of these
are the fruits of the US government multi-agency Materials
Genome Initiative, announced in 2011, to invest in the years-long
research and development needed to bring new materials to
market.

AI
Molecular Spectacular
By Kathy Garges

Too many to even describe each briefly in this column, there are
recent announcements about new materials in theory, experiment,
and development, and a few in current use. They range from a
demonstration using a single DNA molecule (an organic material)
as an electronic diode to the creation of a morphing metal that
could in the future allow an aircraft to “alter its wing shape in
midflight and, like a pelican, dive into the water before morphing
into a submarine.” (I quote the announcement so you won’t think
I’m making this up.)

You may want to hold on to your seat while you read this column.
Recent news in materials science stretches credibility. And be
prepared for your seat itself to stretch, and possibly morph, into a
rollercoaster, a submarine, maybe even a rocket ship.
Artificial intelligence depends on hardware, for robots, wearables,
and computer chips. Humans can easily imagine and desire
technology that exceeds the capacities of natural materials. We
can always think of ways to use more, more, more – durability,
flexibility, electrical conductivity, storage space – or less, less, less
– size, weight, electrical conductivity, heat absorption.

The morphing metal, developed by a Cornell University group,
combines a stiﬀ “Field’s metal” and a soft, porous silicone foam
into a hybrid material. I hesitate to mention that they also make the
incredible claim that the hybrid metal will be self-healing. The
commercialization of this metal is going to ruin one of my standard
jokes: that I regret not buying the car that turns into a helicopter,
so that I can hop over traﬃc jams.

In 1959, physicist Richard P. Feynman gave a little talk to the
American Physical Society which later became known as the
beginning of nanotechnology. Nanotechnology is science and
engineering at the level of atoms and molecules, at about one
billionth of a meter. (See the glossary link below for definitions of
some other terms in this column.)

The morphing metal is not the only new material with a self-healing
property. Stanford University researchers have created a stretchy,
self-healing polymer that could function as an artificial muscle
similar to biological muscle. It could be used for human implants,
robots and wearables. The film can stretch to one hundred times
its original length and heal punctures at room temperature.

Feynman said, “What would the properties of materials be if we
could really arrange the atoms the way we want them? ...[W]e will
get an enormously greater range of possible properties that
substances can have, and of diﬀerent things that we can do.” He
also set up two competitions, each with a one thousand dollar
prize, to generate experimentation.

The University of Amsterdam’s “Next Rembrandt” is an example of
combining new materials with AI software and other new
technologies to produce incredible new wonders. The project used
AI facial recognition and other AI software programs to analyze
Rembrandt’s works and create a new painting in his style. The new
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portrait was painted by 3D printing with a special paint-based UV
ink. The result, in thirteen layers of paint, also mimics Rembrandt’s
brushstrokes. (You can see the painting and a brief video about its
creation at the link at the end of the column.)

Sources and additional information:

In response to a perceived need for new materials for all kinds of
3D printing (now known by the more general term “additive
manufacturing”), Penn State University researchers gathered
insights from 120 participants across government, industry and
academia. They note as an example that “[a]ll of the metal alloys
currently used…were developed to be processed using casting
and forging processes.” In March, they released a roadmap for
developing new materials and processes over the next ten years.

Richard P. Feynman, “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom,”
American Physical Society talk, 1959, reprinted as chapter 5 in The
Pleasure of Finding Things Out: The Best Short Works of Richard P.
Feynman, Perseus Books, 1999.

MATTER, University of Liverpool, Glossary of Materials Science,
www.matter.org.uk/glossary/

White House, “About the Materials Genome Initiative,”
www.whitehouse.gov/mgi
Materials Genome Initiative web portal, www.mgi.gov/

Artificial intelligence is not only the beneficiary of materials
science. AI is also being used to speed up the invention of new
materials. Scientists from Los Alamos National Laboratory and the
State Key Laboratory for Mechanical Behavior of Materials in
China showed how machine learning can improve on the usual
intuitive and trial-and-error method of searching for new materials.

Kurzweil Accelerating Intelligence news, www.kurzweilai.net
- “World’s smallest electronic diode made from single DNA
molecule,” April 6, 2016
- “A morphing metal for soft robots and other machines,” March
22, 2016
- “Super-stretchy, self-healing material could lead to artificial
muscle,” April 18, 2016
- “A roadmap for the next generation of additive manufacturing
materials and processing,”
March 16, 2016
- “Machine learning accelerates the discovery of new materials,”
May 9, 2016

Typically, researchers trying to identify a material with desirable
properties generate and search databases with unwieldy quantities
of possible quantum mechanical combinations. Instead, the U.S.China team used AI in their research which focused on identifying
a better material in a sub-category of shape-memory alloys that
can recover their shape after being bent. They describe how the
same process can be used generally in materials science. The AI
process they developed couples an adaptive design strategy that
uses machine learning with controlled experiments that synthesize
a small number of candidate materials.

Thanks to MLMUGer Deane Lappin for this reference:
Katherine Noyes, “AI just 3D printed a brand-new Rembrandt, and
it’s shockingly good,” techconnect, April 7, 2016,
www.techconnect.com/article/3053517/ai-just-3d-printed-abrand-new-rembrandt-and-its-shockingly-good.html.

Still holding onto your seat? Along with these exciting reports
about advances in new materials have come recent
announcements about new design and manufacturing processes
and new haptics (human-machine interfaces) which will be the
subject of future AI and Humans columns.
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